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PREFACE. 

THE following pages comprise an extension of an 

essay on Analogy in Syntax which was awarded the 

Sudbury-Hardyman dissertation prize at Emmanuel 

College, Cambridge, last year. 

The books to which I am chiefly indebted are as 

follows: Brugmann’s Greek Syntax and Schmalz’s 

Latin Syntax in Iwan Miiller’s Handbuch der 

klassischen Altertumswissenschaft ; Delbriick’s Syntak- 

tische Forschungen, vols. iv. and v. (the latter embracing 

his Altindische Syntax); Delbriick’s Ablativ Localis 

Instrumentalis; Monro’s Homeric Grammar; Cauer’s 

Delectus Inscriptionum Graecarum; Roby’s Latin 

Grammar; Draeger’s. Historische Syntax der lateinis- 

chen Sprache; Wordsworth’s Fragments and Specimens 

of Early Latin; Cobet’s Variae Lectiones; Whitney’s 

Sanskrit Grammar; Skeat’s Gospel of St. Mark im 

Gothic; Vincent and Dickson’s Handbook to Modern 

Greek. My chief obligations are due to H. Ziemer's 

Das psychologische Moment in der Bildung syntak- 

tischer Sprachformen, which forms the second part of 

his Junggrammatische Streifzvge (Colberg, 1883). I 

have adopted his threefold division of analogy, and 

have taken a few illustrations from him which are 

acknowledged in their proper places. 
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I have taken a large number of examples from 

Herodotus, whose style illustrates the principles of 

analogy better than that of any other Greek author. 

Like other early writers of prose, he is unfettered by 

the traditional canons of literary expression, and writes 

in a manner not far different from that which he might 

have used in speaking; and we may therefore expect 

to find a very considerable freedom in his syntactical 

usages. An appendix has been added in which an 

attempt has been made to give a complete list of 

the results of analogy which are peculiar to Herodotus. 

I have used Stein’s edition of Herodotus throughout, 

and have found Schweighiuser’s Lexicon Herodoteum 

useful occasionally. 

My special thanks are due to Mr. P. Giles, Fellow 

of Emmanuel College, Cambridge, and University 

Reader in Comparative Philology, for kindly reading 

the whole of the proof-sheets and giving me many 

valuable suggestions. 
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ANALOGY“ IN SYNTAX. 

§ 1. Analogy has always been recognised as to some extent 

an agent in speech-change, but it is only within the last few 

years that the wideness of the principle has been understood, 

and an attempt made to classify the different forms of its 

working. It was called in occasionally by Curtius to explain 

forms that did not fit in with his particular theories, but 

has been used much more freely and systematically by the 

new school of philologists in explanation of apparent devia- 

tions from the phonetic laws which according to them admit 

of no exceptions.! The application of the principle to syntax, 

however, has been the theme of but few treatises; and this 

in spite of the fact that its operations are much more ex- 

tended there than in morphology. 

In the history of forms, the two great influences at work 

are in their nature widely apart. Phonetic change is purely 

physiological, while change due to analogy always pre- 

supposes thought. In the region of syntax, phonetic change 

has naturally no place. All syntactical change is psycho- 

logical, and one of the chief agents of this change is analogy. 

In logic, analogy is the most unstable and untrustworthy 

form of reasoning. The resemblance extends to syntax. A 

sentence is the expression of thought, but an expression 

which proceeds not so much on the lines of iogical rules as on 

the association of ideas. As Delbriick has pointed out,’ this 

‘See Brugmann, Gr. Gr. page 12. 

* Syntaktische Forschungen, vol. iv. page 148. 
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may be seen especially in the order of words in most of the 

Indo-European languages. Seeing that the association of 

ideas plays such an important part in the formation of sen- 

tences, It is not remarkable that the several members of a 

proposition should affect each other, or that syntactical 

forms, united in the mind by some internal connexion, 

should be found to exert a mutual influence. People are 

continually making analogical, and therefore probably 

false enthymemes, and so in syntax the spoken language 

is continually making new formations on very slight 

points of similarity, and without a thought as to whether 

the new formations correspond with original forms. 

Thus analogy works, as far as formal grammar goes, illo- 

gically, until stereotyped forms arise, to depart from which 

would be mere pedantry. It is in the spoken language, of 

course, that this development is most widely seen, while in 

literature it is in the early authors that we find the most 

numerous examples. All periods of a language, however, 

are full of the products of analogical change founded on the 

association of ideas; and if this principle is kept steadily in 

view, many difficulties in syntax will disappear, and the rise 

of many linguistic phenomena be easily accounted for. 

Analogical formations are found in the earliest records of 

every language, and no claim to antiquity, however great, is 

enough to prove a construction entirely original, or free from 

contamination, which must have been active as soon as 

language came into being. Thus it is needless to justify, as 

has been done, a construction like obtos Av a&tmTatos Ta 

mpoyeyernuéevov, ““he was the most deserving of (more 

deserving than) those that went before him,” as strictly 

logical and uncontaminated, simply because it has a parallel 

in the Veda. The construction is due to the confusion of 

thought and. the habit of loose thinking inherent in the 
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human mind, and no doubt as common among the original 

Indo-Europeans as in the nineteenth century. Whether any 

perfectly logical language ever did exist 1s a question that 

admits of no documentary proof; but it is certain that the 

earliest records we have of any tongue exemplify most of 

the general types of assimilation. 

§ 2. In words united into sentences we ordinarily get a 

certain amount of agreement, that is, one word affects an- 

other closely connected with it to this extent, that we shall 

not find, eg., one masculine and the other feminine, one 

singular and the other plural, except for some special reason. 

This amount of agreement is common to all Indo-European 

languages. But there are many further cases where words 

closely connected show an assimilation of form which one 

would not expect to find, and which can be shown to be later 

than the corresponding instances where the assimilation is 

not carried out. The difference between the two consists 

in this, that there are two kinds of formal analogy, one of 

which is very early, and often Indo-European, for example, 

the agreement of a verb with its subject in number; anda 

second kind, which is later and special, for example, the fre- 

quent phenomenon of the predicate in the sub-oblique clauses 

of Oratio Obliqua being turned into the infinitive to corre- 

spond with the mood of the chief dependent clause. It is_ 

often difficult to tell whether a given assimilation of form is 

an early or a late development. As pointed out above, even 

though it may be Indo-European, it is not necessarily free 

from assimilation, as, from the uniformity of nature, the 

principle must always have been in operation. Again, the 

mere fact that an assimilation is found in several hido-Kuro- 

pean languages does not prove that the construction belongs 

to the original tongue, for independent development on 

similar lines is a much commoner thing in syntax than is the 
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corresponding phenomenon in morphology. One mighé as 

well postulate a common linguistic origin for the construction 

which different languages present of a noun of multitude 

taking a plural verb. The usage is said to occur in Semitic 

as well as in Indo-European languages, but the reason is 

purely psychological, and does not necessarily come within 

the scope of comparative philology. 

formal Analogy,! then, particularly as applied to its 

working on non-assimilated and more original forms, may 

be defined as follows:—T'wo forms which have originally 

distinct functions are, through association of ideas caused 

by proximity or frequent union, assimilated to each 

other. 

The working of this influence is seen to be very widely 

spread, and comes up in tense, mood, voice, gender, number, 

and case. The assimilation may be either progressive or 

regressive, 7.¢.,a form may be assimilated either to one which 

follows it or to one which precedes it. To the assimilation 

of form may be added that of position, and here it is that 

the influence of assimilation on general style comes in. 

This last, however, must in great part be considered under 

original as opposed to later assimilation. 

§ 3. Formal analogy gives us likeness of form where we 

might reasonably expect difference; the converse departure 

from what may be called the normal form is found in Zhe As- 

similation of Meaning. Here two forms which we might ex- 

pect to find in agreement are outwardly different. Here, 

too, we must look for a psychological reason. ‘This section, 

like the first, is due to the association of ideas, but the in- 

fluence is exerted in the opposite way. We have outward 

unlikeness, but inward likeness, that is, real assimilation in 

| Uf. Ziemer, Junggrammatische Streifzige, page 63. 
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the midst of seeming diversity. So Cic. Verr. 1. 2, 32, 

huiusmodi monstrum, qui est assecutus. 

Change of expression produced by real assimilation is 

much less common than change due to formal assimilation, 

and there are comparatively few cases which can be shown 

to be not original. Such, for example, is the construction 

where a singular noun of multitude takes a plural verb. 

Again, when a grammatically masculine or feminine nour 

denoting an inanimate object has in the predicate a neuter 

adjective, we probably have the older construction ; and this 

supposition fits in with the modern theory of the develop- 

ment of grammatical gender. 

§ 4. The third section, which is by far the most frequent, 

presents by its very nature only non-original expressions. It 

may be called Complex Analogy, and consists in the formation 

of a third syntactical form out of a mixture of other two. 

The two factors that go to make the new expression may be 

outwardly dissimilar, but are united by an inward bond of 

meaning, that is, by the psychological association subsisting 

between the two original expressions. This kind of contami- 

nation has always been a powerful agent in the development 

of language. We cannot always trace it, and many expres- 

sions that appear simple to us may in reality have arisen 

from a complex system of analogical workings. Many 

examples, however, exist, where it can be shown to a 

certainty that a construction has arisen from a contamina- 

tion of two earlier ones, and, nature being uniform, we can 

apply the principle to more obscure cases, and by speculation 

as to their history often arrive at important results. Let 

us take an example of this mixture from Herodotus. dove, 

“T hear,” and its compounds, take throughout Greek the geni- 

tive of the person speaking ; while 7reé@opaz, ‘‘ I obey,” takes 

in the same way the dative of the person obeyed. Both 



these constructions, then, adxovewv tTuvds and mretGecOai Tiwi are 

found in Herodotus, but from the imward similarity of 

meaning subsisting between the two verbs, and from the 

fact that they were thus associated in the mind, their con- 

structions became completely confused, and two new usages 

arose: (1) axovew Twi, (2) meiOecOai twos. Thus (1) Herod. 

iv. 141, éraxovcas TO TpwTw KEeXEVTpaTL, Which is a mixture 

of émaxovcas Tov TpwtTov KEerXeVopaTos and TLOdpevos TO 

TpwoTw Kerevouatt. (2) Herod. vi. 12, 7eQepe8a avtov, which 

is contaminated from axovopev avTod and TeO@peba avTo. 

The whole history of language is full of such develop- 

ments. One verb, for instance, has a certain traditional 

case-construction. If it is a word much used, the tendency 

is for other rarer verbs of a similar meaning to take its con- 

struction. The history of many such usages cannot now be 

traced, but it is none the less certain that the tendency was 

always an extremely common one. Take as a comparison 

to case-construction the idiomatic use of certain prepositions 

in English. Thus a¢ after laugh, jeer, scoff, sneer, jest, 

titter, giggle, and the lke, probably comes from a single 

instance; while words of the converse meaning are also 

associated together, but with a different construction. Thus 

—to grieve for, to mourn for, to lament for. The construc- 

tions have become stereotyped, and to depart from them 

nowadays would be ungrammatical. 

It is quite possible for this process of contamination to 

come about for other reasons than a sense-resemblance in 

two or more words. Anything that connects two words to- 

gether in the mind, even slightly, may be enough to cause a 

mixture of usages. Thus words denoting fulness take the 

ablatival genitive in Greek, and sometimes the ablative in 

Latin, from their psychological connexion with the contra- 

positive notion of want, which, naturally enough, goes with 
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the ablative. Similarly, mere outward resemblance of form 

between two words may lead to their association in the mind 

and so to their contamination. 

Having thus sketched the different ways in which the 

principle of analogy works, we shall proceed to examine 

them at greater length. 

I. ForMAL ASSIMILATION. 

This is found with gender, number, case, person, tense, 

mood and voice. 

§ 5. Gender. The chief question here is whether assimila- 

tion or non-assimilation is the earler. A comparison ot 

Indo-European languages leads us to favour the view that 

the former, if not original, is at all events found as far back 

as we can go. That is, whenever we find an adjective quali- 

fying a noun, the two together agree in gender. Of course, 

it must always be kept in mind that we are dealing here not 

with natural but with grammatical gender. The latter, in 

the different Indo-European branches, is mainly arranged on 

the lines of certain terminations, which became associated 

with some special natural gender, from the starting-point of 

some outstanding word which happened to have that termina- 

tion. (Cf. the use of -7 as feminine in Sanskrit, starting pro- 

bably from st77,a woman.) Then, by the working of analogy (1) 

nouns with similar form, and (2) nouns with similar meaning ” 

would follow the start thus given. It was only natural that 

adjectives should follow this analogy, and agree in gender 

with the words they qualify. Some of these adjectives were 

no doubt originally nouns,® and their terminations, when 

' See Brugmann on the subject in Techmer’s Zeitschrift, vol. 1v. p. 100 ff. 

“So, eg., dpdcos became feminine on analogy of €pon. Note that 

dpooos is not found in Homer. 

* Uf. expressions like avyjp d\tevs, and Latin, homo servus; musca 

femina. 
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they became adjectives, were often changed to agree with 

their corresponding nouns. All this, however, must have 

taken place in Indo-European times, and, from the evidence 

of the. cognate languages, we may safely put down the 

assimilation as existing in the primitive speech. 

When, however, a noun stands in the subject, and an 

adjective agreeing with it in the predicate, the case is some- 

what different. If the noun is grammatically masculine or 

feminine, but naturally neuter, the adjective may be neuter. 

Now it would be quite possible to consider this as an instance 

of original non-assimilation, which owes its survival to the 

shgut break caused by the copula between the two connected 

words; but in that case we should expect an adjective to be 

suffixless and be in form like the German, Es ist sehr salt, 

as opposed to /altes Wetter; and we shall probably be right 

in considering such a case as an example of real assimilation 
(II.), without, however, any difference of meaning. That is, 

the analogy of meaning has in this case proved stronger than 

the analogy of form. Examples are: Herodotus 1. 68, 

0 € Tpoy!Ads Elpyvaioy of eoti. Plato, Rep. 617 E., apetn be 

adéaorrotov. Cf. the familiar, Triste lupus stabulis (Virgil, 

#. 111. 80). 

Other Indo-European languages present the same contrast 

between the two cases. Thus in some Keltic languages 

the adjective agrees with its noun if both are in the subject, 

but in other situations this 1s not the case. 

An important instance of attraction in gender is seen in 

the Latin fut. infin. in -wrwm. This, as shown by Dr. Post- 

vate,! is formed from the locative of the supine and infinitive 

form -esum, and is found as -wrum after feminine nouns. Its 

real nature was afterwards forgotten, and it was looked on 

as adjectival. Hence -wram arose after feminine nouns. 

' See Classical Review, vol. v. p. 801. 



In Latin and Greek, pronouns were usually assimilated, 

-but a neuter was admissible. Contrast Plato, Crat. 433 E., 

A€yet eivar TavTHV OpOdTHTA cvdpatos, EvvOyjKnv, and Livy, il. 

38, Maturavimus proficisci, si hoc profectio et non fuga est. 

In this case it is hardly possible that change of gender made 

the slightest difference in the meaning. 

When there are several subjects, the adjective or parti- 

ciple often agrees in gender with the last. So, Cic. ad Quir. 

6, Consules pretores tribuni plebis senatus Italia cuncta sem- 

per a vobis deprecata est. This gender assimilation also takes 

place after quam, and in the predicates of other subordinate 

clauses. So the well-known, Thebe, quod caput est Boeotie. 

Assimilation of gender is found in some cases where we 

should not expect it. Thus with words like zroNvs, rA€loTOos, 

Noiros, and uiocvs, instead of the neuter with the partitive 

genitive, we may have the adjective assimilated in gender to 

the genitive. Thus Herod. ii. 10, ravtns THs yepns 1) TON. 

Ibid., “Eywadav vicwv tas jpiceas On Hrecpov TeroyKe. 

Contrast vi. 12, 76 Nowrov THs yuEépns. We may also compare 

Thue. vii. 25, yaderotatyn S iv Tis ctavpocews 7) Kpudtos. 

The non-assimilated construction in all these cases is in- 

dubitably the older. 

Again, the very usual formula in phrases lke tv «aXeo- 

pevnv ‘Trainy is distinctly not original. We should expect és 

Tov ToTov ‘Trainv Kadeomevory, or something similar. 

Under this head we must also treat as assimilated, usages 

like Sixavos efus dpav. The older construction dtKcavoy éorw 

ewe Spay, etc., occurs over and over again, and we must look 

on the personalised construction before us as due to assimi- 

lation of gender. Contrast Herod. 1. 32, d:«avos ears péper Oar 

with i. 39, éwé tos Sixavov éote dpagew. A similar explanation 

probably holds good for djArAos ejue and the like. These 

usages are found universally in Greek. 
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§ 6. Number. Exactly parallel to the gender assimilation 

found in 7 7oAAyn TAS yAs is the assimilation of number 

involved in the use of ovdéves and ovéapoi (which are two 

corresponding strong and weak forms of the same stem, the 

termination only being different). ovdeis = ove’ eis, ‘not even 

one,” and ovdeis advtwy will become ovdéves adtorv, the plural 

coming from the influence of the following genitive. So 

Dem. 233, 2, oddévas tov “EXAXnvey; Herod. i. 57, ovdapotor 

Tov vuv opeas Treploixeovtwy. A similar change has taken 

place in the case of ovdétepos. So Herod. vu. 103, tovtwr 

ovdétepa. We may compare Livy, xxx. 8, utraque cornua for 

utrumgue cornuum. Of. English “‘ none of them were,” where 

the singular is the original construction, and none is taken as 

plural on the analogy of them. 

The plural of €kaotos has one original use, vz., where it 

means ‘‘ separate companies of,’ but besides this it is used 

simply for ékaotos, the verb being in the plural on account 

of real assimilation, and in its turn producing ékaota. So 

Herod. 11. 66, €actou éyovtes EVAa. For more particulars 

concerning the usages of this word, see the section on Real 

Assimilation (§ 16). 

A like assimilation of number is seen when abstract nouns 

are used in the plural side by side with plural words to which 

they refer. This assimilation, which is peculiarly Hero- 

dotean, 1s non-original, and unusual elsewhere in Greek. So 

Herod. ii. 10, etai b6€ Kat adAdOL ToTapol, ov Kata Tov Neirov 

eovtes weyalea. Herodotus often uses the non-assimilated 

form. Thusi. 199, dcaz eldeos Te emappévar eiot Kal peyabeos. 

Onda eat, ola T éoti We find in different Greek authors with 

a meaning undistinguishable from the corresponding singular 

forms. So Herod. ix. 11, 6)Xa yap ote cippayor Baciréos 

ywoueba. The construction is to be closely compared with 

the corresponding neuter plural forms of verbals in -7éos, 
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and Johannes Schmidt would no doubt use them both to 

strengthen his theory of the rise of the neuter plural in -a. 

A simpler explanation, however, is to suppose that the plural 

forms were first used when the subject was in the plural, 

and then came to be used indiscriminately later on. Thus 

the construction could arise from a sentence like Herod. i. 

72, ) moda eoTt TA NOYO MeV OVY oid Te SnrAWCAL, Epyw Oé, 

where ofdv te would do quite as well. 

On the other hand, we occasionally find in Herodotus 

non-assimilation of number when the adjective is in the 

_ predicate, in cases where other Greek authors would un- 

doubtedly give the assimilated form. As regards the rela- 

tive antiquity of the two usages, two views are possible. 

We may treat the non-assimilated form under Real Assimila- 

tion, and compare it with the neuter plural in Greek taking 

a singular verb, or we may take the opposite view that it 

represents a more original state of matters. I believe the 

former to be the correct explanation. Examples are: Herod. 

iil. 42, wéya rrovevpevos Tadta, where we should expect peyana. 

So, ix. 90, edaerés te avtoios ébn TadTa yiverOat. 

The history of the dual in Indo-Europeaa has been con- 

siderably affected by formal assimilation. This appears 

more in Sanskrit than it does in Greek, which, along with 

Zend, keeps more closely to the original Indo-European 

conditions.!. Two uses of the dual in Greek may be dis- 

‘tinguished: (1) a real dual, which denotes a pair of things 

that always go together; (2) an extension side by side with 

the plural, which will naturally admit of a verb in the plural, 

as the dual here simply means a number of things, which in 

this case happens to be two. Thus: ti ra@ovte \eXdopeba 

(Ihiad, x1. 313). 

Sanskrit makes both kinds of dual take a verb in the 

1 So Delbriick, Syntaktische Forschungen, vol. iv. page 14. 

2 
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dual. In spite of the difference between the two series, 

there was great confusion between them in Greek, and it is 

improbable that the original conditions have been in all cases 

preserved. Thus doce can take either a dual or a plural 

verb; its use with the singular, as doce daieTas, is not neces- 

sarily due to its being considered as a unity, but rather to - 

the analogy of the neuter plural. In Sanskrit, with dva, 

where Greek évo shows the plural, we have the dual. 

This is due solely to assimilation. Contrast Homeric 

évo avopes with Sanskrit tasya dvavacva stah, ‘‘he has 

two horses’. The assimilation 1s just what might have 

been expected, and may have begun in very early times. In 

Kovpw O€ KpivOévTe SUM Kal TevTHKOVTA Bij)THY, the dual comes 

in on account of the édvw. Cf. Sanskrit ekasaste cate= 

261. The disappearance at an early stage of even the real 

dual in the dialects other than ‘‘ Homeric” and Attic is 

sunply due to the fact that naturally it seldom occurred, 

and so its functions were in every case taken by the 

plural. 

The other heads of assimilation of number may be cou- 

veniently grouped under the concords produced by proximity 

and the like. So we may have agreement with the last of 

two subjects instead of agreement with the plural idea. 

Thus: Herod. ii. 11, pynyin & &v adtd Kal dwratis ava 

Tacav nuepny yiverar. Cic. ad Att. ix. 10, 2, mihil hbri, 

nihil litteree, nihil doctrina prodest. So in Sanskrit, Veda 

il., 25, 2, tokam ca tasya tanayam ca vardhate, “‘his race 

and progeny exists”. Similarly we find agreement in 

number with the predicate. So Ovid, A. A. 111. 222, Quas 

geritis vestes sordida lana fwit. This often happens in sen- 

tences that express measurement. Thus: Herod. 11. 15, 

THS TO TepimeTpov oTAOLOL Elat elkoot Kai ExaToV Kal éEaKLC- 

ViALOL. 
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§ 7. Formal Assimilation of Case. 

‘“« Attic’? Attraction, where the relative pronoun, instead of 

taking the case natural to its own verb, is assimilated to the 

case of its antecedent, is found in all Greek dialects, in Latin 

and in other Indo-European languages. Where it occurs in 

Latin, it is not to be looked upon as a Grecism, but asa 

development quite natural in a highly-inflected language. 

The usage has probably developed independently in Greek, 

and is not Indo-European. There is only one example in 

Homer, Iliad, v. 265, yevefs js Tpwt rep evpvora Zevs S@Ke, 

where Monro explains yevefjs as a partitive genitive. Later 

examples are: Lesbian Inscr. (Cauer 431), Tas evvolas as 

éyouot. Delphian Inscr. (Cauer 209), Tois ayvols ols & TONS 

tiOntt. So for relative adverbs. Plato, Crito, 45 B, mod- 

Rayod per yap Kal addoe rou av abixn ayaTHooucl ce (an 

instance of regressive assimilation). Latin examples are: 

Cic. ad Att. x. 8, 7, illo augurio quo diximus; ii. 19, 2, 

me tu littere uumquam in tantam spem induxerunt 

quantam alicrum. Gellius, xi. 1, 3: Eius numeri, cuius dixi- 

mus. A possible instance is found in Lex Acilia Repetwn- 

darum 12, in diebus x proxumeis, quibus h. |. populus plebesve 

iouserit. Cf. with this Lucretius, 1. 944, videtur tristior esse 

quibus non est tractata, where quibus is used by attraction 

for a quibus, as here quibus cannot be dative of agent after a 

passive verb, a construction not admitted by Lucretius.’ 

It would be quite possible to hold that Attic attraction 

arose from instances where the antecedent and relative are 

naturally in the same case. These are, ¢.y., in Herodotus, of 

extreme frequency, and would give an easy starting-point 

for the analogy to work. For the regressive assimilation, 

which is not nearly so common in Greek, ef. Herod. 1x. 

1 See Munro, ad loc. 
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88, tors d€ dddXous avdpas Tovs éEéSocayv of OnPBaior, oi pmev 

éddxeov, etc.; Terence, Hun. 653, Hunuchum, quem dedisti 

nobis, quas turbas dedit. The usage is very common in 

classical Sanskrit. Cf. Nala, 1. 26, Damayanti tu yam 

hansam samupidhivad antike sa manusim giram krtva Dama- 

yantim athabravit. 

Of the same nature as Attic attraction are the case assimi- 

lations found in Greek from early times with ovdels datis ov, 

el Tis, otos, and the like. Examples are: Herod. ii. 68, od 

dé mapa Atocons miOev STEW TOUTM TUVOLKEEL, AVTI) TE EKELVN 

Kat ov; Vil. 145, ovdapov ‘EXAnvikav Tov ov ToddOVv pélo, 

where tov stands for étewy; iv. 28, adopyntos otos yivevat 

Kpupos ; 1v. 194, apOovor doe. 

On the other hand, in aoe b€ THs Yopys Ths ApaBins 

Oeoréctov ws dv (iil. 113), Oecrréccov is attracted to 7édv. 

In Thue. vii. 21, dvépas olfovs Kat “A@nvaiovs, we have a 

double attraction. Single attraction, on the other hand, is 

found in Aristoph. Ach. 601, veavias & olovs cv bvadedpaxotas, 

if we keep the MS. reading. Paley, Bergk, and Meineke give 

ofos ov, and Holden gives the possible construction ofous ce. 

In Dem. De Falsa Leg. § 206, Shilleto gives ts ofa map’ 

Hav eoTl TodTElas. The MSS. give ofas, which Scheefer sug- 

gests should be kept, omitting é€o7¢; and this is no doubt the 

proper reading. In De Falsa Leg. § 248, tods otos obros av- 

Opwros, Shilleto passes without remark. Cobet (Var. Lect. 

page 551) would assimilate it by reading ovovs. 

We see from the above that there are three constructions 

of oto5 rendered justifiable by usage — the plain grammatical use, 

that with single, and that with double assimilation. Con- 

sequently one can hardly agree with Cobet when he amends 

all passages that do not fit in with the assimilated con- 

struction. 

Parallel to the above usage are forms hike 0avpacras as, 
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irepduas @s. So Alsch. De Fulsa Leg. § 40, wapadoEws ws 

piravOpwros. Two words could get welded together like this 

in Latin, as—Horace, Odes, i. 27, 6, immane quantum dis- 

crepat; Pliny, xviii. 277, infinitum quantum congelat. So 

mire quam. | 

Phrases like os aittws, os TapaTAnciws, G\XAws ovdapas 

ddXws Kas, ovdayob érépwOt (Herod. ill. 113), are to be ex- 

plained on the same principle. Besides this, I would suggest 

that the use of tus in phrases like edtuyia tus Tounde is really 

based on case-assimilation. The phrase does not mean “a 

certain piece of luck of the following kind,” but ‘‘ somewhat 

like this,” and for tvs we should naturally expect an adverb. 

Whether the personal use with verbs of such words as 

mpatos and mpotepos instead of their corresponding adverbs 

is a later assimilation is very doubtful. The similar Latin 

construction is well known, and in classical Sanskrit we have 

phrases like prathamd nivrttis=patou avedOovtes, while 

Vedic examples are not unknown.'! This coincidence may 

well lead us to infer that such constructions, if not original, 

were at any rate very early assimilations. Hxamples are: 

Herod. i. 111, % yuvt) eipeto mpotépyn, with which contrast i. 

161, trav mpotepov Baciréwyv. So 11. 34, AiqyuTTos avTin KéEeTal, 

as opposed to (in the same chapter) 7 Sworn avtiov Kéerar. 

Of. Cicero, Rose. Am. 6, Roscius erat Romae frequens. * 

The use of two words agreeing in case where we should 

expect to find one as a partitive genitive belongs in many 

instances to case-assimilation. Instances of such assimi- 

lation are found in late phrases like da fridam pusillum, 

‘‘ sive a little cup of cold water,” and trama pensum, “a hank 

of wool,” found on Pompeian inscriptions. These may be 

1 See Delbriick, Syntaktische Forschungen, v. page 78. 

* Possibly in this way recens comes to be used for nuper. 
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compared with phrases in German lke Lin Glas Bier. The 

genitive of material, on the other hand, has a very high 

antiquity; of. Vedic madhos patram, ‘‘a vessel of honey” ; 

hiranyasya kalacas, ‘a pot of gold”’. Are there any such case- 

assimilations in Greek? The usual position of pécos before 

the article is a strong argument in favour of the supposition 

that the original construction was pécov + genitive, and that 

the ordinary construction is due to later assimilation. So 

és pécas Tas divas would stand for és pécov tav dwav. A 

similar explanation may possibly hold good for was, which 

mostly shows the same position before the article. The 

position of adj.+article+noun of the oblique predicate, 

which is not common in early Greek, is explicable on quite 

different grounds.t This view of the construction of pécos 

is corroborated by instances of non-assimilation. Thus 

Herod. iv. 171, cata pécov Tis yopys; Vili. 23, wéexps wéecou 

nuepns. Another argument is found in the use of the Sanskrit 

madhya (= weOro-, ueco-). Thus Veda,1. 115, 4, madhya kartos, 

“in the midst of the work”. Compare with the above the 

proverbial phrase vravta déxa, ‘‘ ten of everything,” for ravTwv 

déxa. Other instances are :— 

Herod. vii. 4, éwi puc@@ TpijKovta TaXavto1o1, Where We 

should expect él pic8@ Tpinkovta TadavTwy ; Inscr. (Cauer 

No. 10), Bov@ia trapaxa0@nxa 76 Pitayaiw TeTpakatiar pvai 

apyupiw; cf. Livy, xxix. 5, arma magnus numerus. So 

modern Greek: tpeis pupiades oTpati@tat; Ev TOTHpLOV VEpO. 

When a whole is subdivided, we more often find the 

whole expressed as a genitive; but it may be made to agree 

in case with the parts. So S. C. de Bacanalibus, Homines 

plous v oinvorsei virei atque mulieres ne quisquam fecise 

1 This is a non-original expression, coming under section iii., and 

borrowed from ordinary prediction. Thus peydAy ty porn expyro is 

possible only on the assumption of an original 7 @ovn éore peyadn. 
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velet; Herod. 11. 55, do medecddas . . . avaTtapévas, THY 

bev avtéwmy . . . THY O€ amuKéoOar, There is nothing to show 

which of the two possible constructions is the older. 

Another phrase that has its origin in case-assimilation is 

given by the type él ta tpuérepa avtay instead of Ta tudv 

avt@v, for which we may compare the common Latin phrase 

meus misert amicus, etc. Here the assimilation works in the 

way we should least expect. Parallel to this usage is the 

use of possessive adjective instead of personal pronoun in 7 

éur) dca Born, ‘‘ the charge against me” (Plato, Apology, 19 A). 

Case-assimilation sometimes goes from one clause to 

another. Thus in Latin after quam. Terence, Phormio, 591, 

ego hominem callidiorem vidi neminem quam Phormionem. 

The same thing happens with wem—qui ; tantus—quantus. 

So Cicero, Sen. 1, Suspicor te eisdem rebus quibus me ipswin 

interdum gravius commoveri. It is, of course, quite possible 

to supply quibus suspicor me ipsum commoveri, but this is 

clumsy.! A Greek parallel is Herod. iv. 61, és Xé8ntas ési- 

yYwpious, wartoTta Aco Biowcs KpaThpot Tpocerkérovs Yopls 7) OTL 

péfovas. The similar usage with @ore is well known. C7. 

Herod. ix. 94, cat peta tadta aitixa éudutov pavtixny eye, 
@oTe Kal ovopacTos yevéc@ar, Where dvowactrov might be ex- 

pected. Compare the two possible constructions with é¢¢’ dre. 

That there is no distinction of meaning involved may be seen 

from a comparison of (1) éf’ éte éXeVOepos eipev Kal avéhatrtos 

amo TavrT@y Tov TavTa ypovov (Delphic Inscr., Cauer 219); (2) 

émiatevoe Nixw. . . ef dre édevOépay eimev Kal avéhartoy aro 

méavTwv Tov Tavta Biov (Cauer 215). In Oratio Obliqua we find 

sometimes case-assimilation, and sometimes the aecusative 

and infinitive proving the stronger. No distinction of mean- 

1 Ziemer, Jung. Streif. page 74, quotes a good example from Nepos, 

Hann. 5, Minucium magistrum equitum pari ac dictatorem imperio 

fugavit. 
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ing, of course, is involved by the difference of construction. 

Contrast Herod. 11. 53, cuveyww@oxeTo EwvT@ ovKET. eivat 

duvatos, and iv. 94, ote amroOvncKey EwuTods vouifovar. In 

Herod. i. 56, we have éAmifwv ov& @v avtos ovb€ of €& avTov 

mavoecOai Kote THS apyns. Cobet (V. L. page 91) would read 

tous : which, of course, we should have had but for the assimi- 

lation. On the other hand, in a sentence like dnl dety éxetvous 

atronéa Gat, ewe O€ cw ec Oar, the explanation of éué is not that 

some particular force is meant to be brought out by the case 

(as some grammarians would have it), but simply that the 

attraction of the other accusative has in this case proved 

stronger than the usual construction, since €wé comes late 

in the sentence. The two constructions are equally pos- 

sible in Homeric Greek. Contrast (1), without attraction, 

opaiv péev T eméorke peta Tpw@Toioi éovtas éEotamev (LI. Iv. 

341); (2) with attraction, 

€uot O€ KE KEpdLov Ein 

cev adapaptoven yPova Svpevat (LI. vi. 410). 

Monro’s distinction of meaning (Homeric Grammar § 240) 

seems hardly necessary. Latin presents the same choice 

of constructions. Thus: vobis necesse est fortibus viris 

(fortes vires) esse. As regards priority of usage, the proba- 

bility is on the side of the assimilated construction, from the 

fact that the accusative and infinitive construction can be 

shown on other grounds to be non-original. 

It has been maintained that, where the dative occurs in 

Oratio Obliqua, we have a case of datival attraction. We 

have, of course, two real datives, the noun and the infinitive, 

but the probability is that the construction is original, and 

that no later assimilation has taken place, although Monro 

(Homeric Grammar, § 239) appears to hold that this has 

happened. Thus, according to him, in cases like aleypov 
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yap T00e Y eo! Kai eooopévoicr TvOécBat, It 1s mUPéc Pa that 

is the true dative, while éscopévorct is merely attracted 

to it. However, there is nothing to show that this is a later 

construction, and its occurrence in Vedic argues strongly for 

its being original. Thus, Rigveda, v. 31, 4: brahmana 

indram mahayanto arkair avardayann ahayé hantara u = “ for 

the snake, to kill it” (Delbrick, S. /. vol. v. page 89). 

Under the head of formal assimilation of case comes the 

construction of the double accusative, a usage which shows 

a great wealth of development even in early Greek. The 

construction is most familiar to us from the Latin usage, 

whereby verbs of asking, teaching, concealing, etc., take two 

accusatives, the one of the person and the other of the thing. 

It is very early, occurring as it does in the Veda. Thus: 

tvam aham satyam icchami, ‘I desire truth from thee”. It 

has been continued into modern Greek. Cf. yewifer 70 troT- 

ptov xpact, “he fills the cup with wine ”’. 

In Latin we find for each of the accusatives an alternative 

construction possible. Thus, Cic. Verr. 1. 4, 15, de eius 

iniuriis iudices docere; Cic. Verr. 11. 4, 12, 29, te celare de 

phaleris. It is to be observed that the accusatives are under 

the government of the same verb, a fact which to a large 

extent helps in causing the attraction. Subjoined is a list 

of the chief types found in Greek, the examples being mostly 

taken from Herodotus. 

(1.) Verbs of teaching :— 

Herod. iv. 78, Tov 7) wytnp at’tn yRMooay Te “EXAdba Kal 

ypaupata edibake. 

(2.) Verbs of answering :— 

1. 173, radra pév Tovs Pirovs apeirato. 

Contrast with this (in the same chapter) 6 8 dwe(Bero 

Tototde avtous, and cf. Rigveda, x. 80, 7, agnim mahim ayo- 

cima suvrktim, “we have sung a great hymn to Agni”. 
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(3.) Verbs of reminding :— 

vi. 140, dvapipvjcKkav odhéas TO ypnaTHpiov. 

(4.) Verbs of asking and inquiring :— 

ill. 58, avtods ExaTov TdXavTa Erpyéav. 

Pindar, Ol. vi. 81, dravtas év oixw eipeto Traida Ov Evabva 

TEKOL. 

(5.) Verbs of taking away :— 

vii. 104, of pe yépea avreXopevor TaTpwia. 

Contrast vi. 65, amoctepées Aeutuyidea Tod yapou, and 

compare Brahmanas, xxi. 1, 1, indro marutah sahasram 

ajinat, ‘Indra took a thousand from the Maruts”’?. 

(6.) Verbs of doing :— 

lll. 59, weyaXa Kaka éerroincay Acywitas. 

Cf. Rigveda. v, 30, 9, kim ma karann abala asya senab, 

‘‘ what could his powerless armies do to me?” (Delbrwck.) 

Contrast with these :— 

il. 141, a&tipa trovedvta és avTovs. 

iv. 26, mais 6é matpi TovToO Trovéet. 

(7.) Verbs of concealing :— 

vii. 28, ode ce atroxpiw . . . THY EwewuTOd ovoiar. 

(8.) General instances of external and internal accusa- 

tive :— 

i. 163, Tetyos wepiBadréobar Thy Tod. 

An extreme instance is found in i. 178, péyabos éotca péeTwrrov 

éxaotov; that it is not an ordinary construction is shown by 

the fact that it breaks down in this passage, and becomes an 

anacolouthon. 

The construction, where the subject of the dependent 

interrogative becomes the object of the principal clause, 

should probably be put under the same head. By it also we 

set two accusatives after the leading verb, the one a sub- 

stantive, the other a clause. Thus in Plantus, Persa, iv. 4, 

' Quoted by Delbruck, S. F. vol. v, page 180. 
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83, Ego patriam te rogo que sit tua, we have really three 

accusatives depending on the principal verb. The usage is 

very common in Greek also. 

One or two further instances of case-assimilation from 

Latin may be added. 

(2) Assimilation of the dative is seen with verbs meaning 

to have or give aname; as—ncmen dicere, cognomen addere, 

nomen esse. Thus :— 

Pl. Men. 1096, Huic item Menechmo nomen est. 

The other construction, 7.¢., with the nom., is about as com- 

mon asthe oneabove. The assimilated construction seldom, 

if ever, occurs in Greek. 

(b) An extreme case of assimilation in the accusative is 

seen in the expression of dates: as—ante diem quartam 

Kalendas Ianuarias. The use of plus, amplius, and minus, when 

they seem not to affect the construction, appears at first 

sight to be akin to the above, but the reason is quite different. 

The ordinary explanation is that the usage is purely para- 

tactic, so that, for example, non amplius viginti annos natus 

=natus vigintil annos, non amplius. To this there are two 

objections. 

(1.) As far as probability goes, the explanation suits 

negative much better than positive sentences. Thus the 

explanation of, amplius centum cives (Cicero, Verr. 1. 1, 5), 

as = centum cives, amphius, ‘‘a hundred citizens, more than 

that,’ seems unsatisfactory. 

(2.) The explanation implies a complete transposition of 

the logical order without any manifest cause, as the com- 

parative always comes first in this usage. The construction 

may have arisen thus: The two forms decem annos natus and 

amplius decem annis got mixed, and the construction before 

usis the result. It will be shown later (§ 25) that in no depart- 

ment does greater syntactical contamination appear than when 
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words signifying comparison are involved. The explanation 

seems to find a corroboration in a late usage, which shows 

how far contamination could go when age was expressed ; 

for we find the construction natus decem annorum* on the 

analogy of sentences hke cum esset decem annorum. 

(ce) The word quisque has been a remarkable field for 

analogical influence. With a genitive it is rare. Luer. iy. 

1005, seminiorum queque. Hor. Sat. 1. 4, 106, vitiorum 

queeque. With numbers that express plurality, as quinto 

quoque anno, ‘in every fifth year,’’ and with superlatives, as 

optimus quisque, ‘all the best,’ its meaning is perfectly 

obvious. With primus, as Livy, xli. 48, exercitui diem 

primam quamque dicere (the very first day), its meaning, in 

connexion with its original signification, 1s not quite evident. 

It is probably modelled on its use with superlatives (primus, 

cf. wp@tos, being really a superlative also) ; thus optimus quis- 

que = “all the best’’ = ‘‘the very best”; hence primus quis- 

que = ‘‘the very first’. With suwws it may be used in an 

ordinary grammatical manner, as—suum quisque flagitium 

alus abiectantes; and when quisqgue follows swus, attraction 

of case may ensue. Thus, Ante omnia colonus curare debet, 

ut opera rustica suo quoque tempore faciat (Gai. ap. Dig. 

LO 2 QoS 2) 

(7) Several instances of assimilation of the vocative are 

found in Latin. Thus Lucan, Pharsalia, vin. 835 :— 

quid, transfuga mundi, 

terrarum notos tractus caelumque perosus 

adversosque polos alienaque sidera queeris 

Chaldzeos culture deos, et barbara sacra, 

Parthorum famulus ? 

§ 8. Assimilation of Person. This, generally speaking, 1s 

' Quoted by Schmalz, Latin Syntax, § 69 (4). 

* See Roby, Lat. Gr. § 2288. 
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not assimilation properly so called, but represents the original 

and normal construction. The only case where any differ- 

ence of expression can come in is where the rules of concord 

are involved. Thus in English we can say ‘“‘I am the first 

that has escaped,’’ or ‘‘ have escaped’’; one of these may be 

called ungrammatical; but attraction has simply proved 

stronger than the ordinary grammatical rule. So for the 

common rule that two subjects of one predicate, of different 

persons, have the verb in the Ist or 2nd plural, as the case 

may be. 

Thus we = (1) plural of I; (2) 1+ thou, or, I+ he, or, I 

+ you, etc. . 

You = (1) plural of thou (all addressed directly) (2) thou 

+ he, or, thou+ they, or, you + he, etc. 

A construction like Soph. 0. C. 852 :— 

oOovvek avTOs avuTOV ovTE Viv Kaa 

Spas, 

is best brought under the head of contamination, but it may 

be remarked here that aidtés, which is quite normal, attracts 

avtov by its form, so that the latter gets to be used for the 

second, as it may also be used for the first person. Of a 

kindred nature is Plautus, 7rinwmmus, 156, nunc si ille huc 

salvos revenit, reddam suom sibi, where Roby’s explanation * 

of an ellipse does not seem to be best. He thinks it is for 

reddam ei suom sibi. However, svom is quite regular ; while 

sibi for ev is due to swom. 

§ 9, Formal Assimilation with the Comparative. The degrees 

of comparison are very fertile in all sorts of analogical construc- 

tions. Under our present head comes the usage where an 

adjective after 7 or quam, which we should expect to find in 

the positive, is attracted to a comparative preceding the con- 

junction. The usage is found in Homer, Od. i. 164, €Xadpo- 

1*Lat. Gr. § 2265. 
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Tepot  apvevotepor, and is common in Attic. So Kur. Medea, 

485, mpoddupos pardov 7 copwtépa. It is found in Herodotus, 

but not frequently. So in. 65, éro(nca tayvTepa 7 copwrtepa, 

and witha slight variation of form, 11. 37, 7potiwévtTes KaPapot 

eivat 7) evTpeTréatepot. The construction is not found in old 

Latin, but occurs frequently in Cicero, Livy, and Tacitus. 

Thus: Cicero de opt. gen. u. 6, ut—acutiorem se quam 

ornatiorem velit. Tacitus Annals xy. 3, compositius quam 

festinantius. 

$10. Formal Assimilation of Tense. The tendency of all 

languages to substitute hypotaxis for parataxis, has, as a rule, 

proved stronger than the power of assimilation, which helped 

in the formation of the primitive forms supplanted by later 

subordinating usage. Still, such naturalassimilations remained 

common in the popular, and therefore to some extent in the 

literary speech ; and evidence is not wanting to prove that in 

many cases language went back unconsciously to the primitive 

forms. Thus we have to do with two kinds of assimilation 

here, the primitive usage, and the later instances of the 

tendency. So in modern Greek, paratactic usage cannot 

always be looked upon as original, but often as the result of 

later formal assimilation. Thus xovca avtov éyovTa is 

how every Athenian would have expressed the idea, ‘I 

heard him say,” while the modern Greek equivalent is of 

the form 7Kovea cai édeye. Specially common is this with 

verbs of beginning an action, as #pyice Kai Exdace a Construc- 

tion to which, curiously enough, Lowland Scotch presents 

an exact parallel in ‘‘ She begoud and grat” (= She began 

and cried). So also for participle+ verb. Modern Greek 

prefers verb + cai + verb. Thus for (dv évixnoev we should 

have et0e Kal éviknoev. 

Formal assimilation of tense is the usual construction of 

d0dvw and similar verbs, a present participle being united 
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with a present indicative, and an aorist participle with an 

aorist indicative. Contrast Aafe Bidcas with édavOave 

Bocewyv. An examination of Herodotus for this construction 

shows that the vast majority of instances have the tenses 

agreeing, while a very small proportion display difference of 

tense. Thus :— 

vi. 65, d@acas adtos tiv Ilépxarov apracas Kal cyov 

ryuvatka.' 

Contrast :— 

iv. 61, TUy@or EyovTes. 

vy. 33, étruxe ovdeis duAacoor. 

It is probable that here the assimilated construction is 

primitive, and that in the other cases the special functions 

of the tenses have been lost sight of. 

Amatus fui for amatus sum is probably an instance 

of tense assimilation. So Plautus, Poen. Prol. 40, quod 

paene oblitus fw.2 Cf. Sen. Hp. ix. 14, et tamen 

non vivet, si fuerit sine homine victurus; where we 

should have expected sim. I do not believe there is 

any difference of meaning between amatus sum and ama- 

tus fut. 

The historical present may have the tense of its subor- 

dinate clause assimilated to it. Thus: Cicero Verr. i. 3, 60, 

auget atque onerat te bonis condicionibus, si uti velis: si ex 

provincia Sicilia tota statuas idoneum iudicem nullum posse 

reperiri, postulat a te ut Romam rem reicias. 

The following are pure instances of attraction (see Draeger 

TE § 151). 

(1.) An imperf. subjunct. referring to an unreal present 

1 Cf, Iliad v. 98, kai BaW exaiccovra Tuxay Kava SeEwy Spor. 

* According to Draeger, § 134, there are only four examples of fui 

with the perf. part. in ante-classical Latin. This would go to show that 
the usage is not original. ; 
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may have in the subordinate interrogative clause an imperf. 

instead of a pres. subjunct. 

Cicero, ad Att. x1. 24, 5, vellem scriberes, cur ita putares. 

(2.) So in relative clauses which refer to the present. 

Livy, xxvi. 49, mez populique Romani disciplinae 

caussa facerem ne quid, quod sanctum usquam esset, apud 

nos violaretur. 

(3.) In sentences with cwm and quod as above. 

Cicero, de Natura Deorum, 1. 17, 45, nam et preestans 

deorum natura hominum pietate coleretur, cum et aeterna 

esset et beatissima. 

(4.) With wt. 

Cicero, ad Qu. fr. 1. 1, 45, facies enim perpetuo, quae 

fecisti, ut omnes aequitatem tuam laudarent. Here /ecisti 

has influenced the tense of laudarent. 

Cicero, in his desire for uniformity, is specially fond of 

this kind of attraction. We may compare the similar 

attraction in English, whereby general statements in oratio 

obliqua after a past tense are themselves turned into a past 

tense. This construction is usually held to be wrong. 

Thus: He quoted the saying that the half was greater than 

the whole. 

In Greek, mood assimilation in subordinate clauses is 

comioner than tense assimilation, but one example of the 

latter is found in relative sentences coming under a protasis 

whose imperfect refers to an impossible present, so that in 

the relative clause we ought to have a present. Thus: e& 

Trav & TpocHKe TPATTOVT@V Mav KAKOS Elye TA TPAypaTa, 

ove av érmis Hv. (Demosthenes.) ! 

§ 11. Lormal Assimilation of Mood, 'The assimilation of the 

mood of sub-oblique clauses of oratio obliqua to the infinitive 

of the chief oblique clause is common in Greek. As to the 

' Quoted by Ziemer, Jung. Streif. page 81. 



question whether the infinitive occurring in a sub-oblique 

_ relative clause may not have been infinitive originally be- 

cause of paratactic usage, we should, before deciding it, 

require to know whether the accusative and infinitive con- 

struction is earlier or later than the change of the demon- 

strative into the relative. With regard to other sub-oblique 

clauses we have certainly a later formal assimilation. That 

it was well established in Greek may be seen from a list 

of the principal types of the usage in Herodotus. 

(1.) With relatives, 11. 32, amixéoOat és Tod év TH TavTas 

e€ivat. . 

(2.) With érret, iv. 10, tiv &, erred of yevouévous Tovs Taidas 

avépwOjvat, TovTO wév cdi odvopata Aéc Oat. 

(3.) With os, 11. 107, tov &é, @s pabety TotTo, cupBov- 

Never Oar. 

(4.) With oxws, 1. 140, 6xws yap of hosrar. 

(5.) With e@, 11. 64, ef @y eivat TO Pew ToUTO pi) hidovy, odK 

av ovOe TA KTHVEA TOLEELD. 

(6.) With dc071, 11. 55, Tiwav b€ Sapious py, dv0te tahhvat 

vl Tov TaTToOV Onpoci2z UTO Yapuiwv. So, also, 11. 156, waGety 

d€ Tadta uote cupBovrcdaoat, where the reading cvpBovrcvcat 

is unnecessary. 

(7) With és 6, 11. 102, tov édreyov . . . Kataotpédecbat, 

€s 0 TA€OVTA LY TpOTw aTLKécOaL, 

(8) With éws, iv. 42, éxmdéew ws . . . amexvéerOat. 

(9) With éore, vii. 171, ote . . . viv véwecOar, Cf. also 

Rhodian Inscription (Cauer, 179), bmép of viv Saxpivec Oar. 

Cicero, de Fin. 11. 19, 64, Mundum autem censent regi 

numine deorum, ex quo illud natura consequi. 

It is to be noticed that this construction is not pre- 

Ciceronian, a fact which of itself would preclude any possi- 

bility of an Indo-European origin. 

In Greek the indicative often appears in oratio obliqua 

3 
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With 67v, ws, etc., after a past tense, this being the original 

usage and the natural construction, and not due to attraction 

to the mood of the principal verb. The optative of oratio 

obliqua was a purely Greek development, due first, according 

to Brugmann,! to such sentences as liad, v. 301, Tov crapevar 

LEepaws, Os TIS TOD Y avTios €or, and the indicative was at 

all times possible as a vivid exponent of the usual optative, 

and the two moods often stand together under the govern- 

ment of a single verb. 

It is remarkable that we have no instance in Greek or 

Latin of any formal assimilation to the indicative such as is 

implied in English in the gradual loss of the subjunctive in 

the protasis of a sentence whose apodosis is indicative. Thus: 

‘Tf this is so, all is lost” is now correct, even if the protasis 

is the expression of an improbability, whereas once it would 

have had to be, ‘‘ If this be so”. 

Formal assimilation of the optative has also sprung up in 

different languages. Thus in Sanskrit: atha hayam iksam 

cakre, katham nu tad aviram katham ajanam syad vatraham 

syam iti, ‘‘ how can there be a lack of heroes and people 

where I am?”; where syam is for asmi.2, In Homer the 

general rule is that if the principal clause contains an opta- 

tive, the mood of the subordinate clause is also optative. 

Thus: Od. xxi. 161, 7 66 « érerta ynual bs Ke TAEiaTAa TrOpoL. 

These are, however, exceptions.*? In later Greek also, attrac- 

tion of the optative takes place in relative and adverbial 

sentences. Thus, after an optative of wish: A’sch. Lum. 297, 

€Oou O7rws yevorto. After optative not of wish: Eur. Hel. 435, 

Tis av “oro Cats Orayyetrere ; SO Hlean Inser. (Cauer, 253), Ad 
‘ > rn 4 ' a , / ” \ \ A fe per Oeciav ta Cikata Op péytotov TéXos Exou Kal Tol Baciddes. 

1 Gr. Gr. § 167. * Quoted by Delbriick, S. F. vol. v. page 553. 

® Monro, Hom. Gram. § 301. 
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It was shown under the previous heading that the tenses 

of sub-oblique clauses in Latin are often assimilated. In 

like manner the moods can be affected (see Draeger, Latin 

Syntax, § 151). 

(1) In Relative Clauses. 

Cicero, Tuse. i. 16, 37, Tantumque valuit error—ut corpora 

cremata cum scirent, tamen ea fieri apud inferos fingerent, 

qu sine corporibus nec fieri possent nec intellegi. 

(2) In Temporal Clauses. 

Cicero, Acad. ii. 3, 9, cum eo Catulus et Lucullus nosque 

ipsi postridie venissemus quam apud Catulum fuissemus. 

(3) With quod = that. 

Cicero de Rep. i. 6, 11. Maximeque hoc in hominum 

doctorum oratione mihi mirum videri solet, quod, qui tran- 

quillo mari gubernare se negent posse, quod nec dedicerint 

nec umquam scire curaverint, eidem ad gubernacula se 

accessuros projiteantur excitatis maxime fluctibus. 

(4) With wt. 

Cicero, Tuse. ii. 2, 5, atque oratorum quidem laus ita 

ducta ab humili venit ad summum, ut iam—senescat, brevi- 

que tempore ad nihilum ventura videatur, philosophia 

nascatur Latinis quidem litteris, etc. Here we should have 

expected a new principal clause with verb nascitur. 

(5) With quam. 
Livy i. 38, ut non quietior populus domi esset quam 

militiae fuisset. 
Latin examples of assimilation of the imfinitive are :— 

(1) After quam. 

Cicero, Fam. ii. 16, adfirmavi quidvis me potius perpes- 

surum quam ex Italia ad bellum me exiturum. 

(2) After ut. 

Cicero, Pro Cluentio § 138, quod saepe dictum est, ut mare 

agitar1 atque turbari, sic populum Romanum, ete. 
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(3) Causal. 

Livy xxvi. 27, quia si qui evasissent aliqua, velut feras 

bestias per agros vagarl. 

(4) Temporal. 

Livy iv. 51, cum interim—legem confestim exerceri. 

(5) Conditional (once only). 

Tacitus Ann. 11. 33, nisi forte clarissimo cuique plures 

curas esse. 

§ 12. Formal Assimilation of Voice. In old Latin, possum, 

queo, and nequeo have passive forms which are used with 

passive infinitives. So Lucretius, 1. 1045, queatur; 11. 1010, 

potestur. Lex Acilia Repetundarum, ubei de plano recte legi 

possitur. 

So also cocpt and desino are used in the passive form 

generally when the verb following is really passive. If it is 

merely deponent or middle, the governing verb is active. 

Cicero, Verr. 1. 9, 25, comitia nostra haberi coepta sunt. 

Livy i. 57, obsidione munitionibusque coepti premi hostes. 

A curious construction is found in Cauer 171, avéyxAnTtov 

avTov Tmapéoxntat, where the reflexive notion is expressed 

twice, so that we might consider it as parallel to the above 

constructions. The ordinary form is trapéyew éavTov; as 

mapexew euavTov éupereTav (Plato, Phaedr. 228 EK). Com- 

pare the use of admdnam (the Sanskrit reflexive) with the 

middle in the Atharva-Veda, sa yajiam atmanam vyadhatta, 

‘he changed himself into the sacrifice’. 

§ 13. Lastly, we have to treat of the general effect on 

style exercised by formal analogy. Here, as in the cases 

above, we must differentiate between original and later 

assimilation. 

(7) Parataxis, as opposed to hypotaxis, is an original 

mode of expression, and consists in placing alongside of each 

other two or more similarly constituted clauses. Many 
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examples of a half-way stage between the two occur in early 

writers. Thus we have the use of dé in the apodosis of a 

conditional sentence (1) with é€ in the protasis. Herod. iv. 

61, jv dé pu ode wapH o rERys, of SE. . . UroKalovar. (2) 

with pév in the protasis. Herod. iv. 65, Av wév 4 évns, 6 88 
. . Ypatar. 

We have also parataxis in the rule that ‘‘and who ”’ after 

a preceding ‘“‘ who” cannot be translated by «ai és. Here 

the original paratactic and simple analogy proved too strong, 

ce 

and the second clause relapsed into a principal clause exactly 

parallel to the clause of the antecedent. 

(b) Balanced structure is much more frequent than 

chiasmus, which, however, is due to the same kind of 

analogy, in that it brings close together two words 

which are mutually opposed and so adhere together in the 

mind. 

As a noteworthy instance of balanced structure may be 

mentioned the fact that the inclusive (7.e., chiasmic) order 

like 6 tod ’AdeEavdpou vids is very rare in early writers. 

Balanced structure may be looked upon as the original, 

although chiasmus occurs early enough, and is well exem- 

plified in other languages, e.g., in Sanskrit. 

(c) Pleonastic usage comes under formal assimilation in 

this way : the two parts of a clause or expression are assimi- 

lated to each other by having the idea repeated. They are, 

of course, non-original, though from their nature, many of 

them have sprung up very early. It would be hard to prove 

that the double negative, for instance, is not Indo-European. 

Under pleonasm may be mentioned :— 

(a) The double negative. Under this head the psycho- 

logical explanation cannot be too strongly insisted on. Two 

forms are here used where either would do, and their con- 

junction arises from the fact that, owing to their similarity 
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of meaning, they are associated together in the mind of the 

speaker. The ordinary forms are so common as to be 

hardly worth exemplifying. A particular form of the double 

negative is seen in “adXov 7 ov. 

(8) The double comparative. 

(y) Repetition of words. 

So the repetition of the article (rare in early Greek). 

Similarly the repetition of av, which must often have been 

quite unconscious. So words like Homeric tpompoxvawéo- 

uevos. Cf. Sanskrit, punah punah, uparyupari. So povos 

povov, éx@v ExovTe, etc. 

(6) Epanalepsis. 

Herod. 11. 35, of d€ avdpes kat olxous éovtes bhatvover 

vpaivover S€ of ev Ad2ot. 

(ec) Repetition of the idea by other forms, as tpocw amo 

—O6potos Kal TapaTAnowos—ioos Te Kal Guoros: Knelish, 
ee AIS 

‘* choose and elect, alland whole’. Cf. Plautus, Captivi, 

i. 1, 13, suo sibi suco vivont. A common example is the 

cognate accusative. 

The construction by which péAXw and some other verbs 

take the future infinitive I should treat under this head as 

a later assimilation, a view which corresponds with the 

known fact that the future infinitive is a special Greek de- 

velopment. In Herodotus, wéAX@ takes the future seventy-two 

times, and the present or aorist forty times (only four or five 

instances with the aorist) ; and no distinction of meaning is 

’ Modern examples of the double negative are :— 

He never yet no villainy ne said 

in all his life unto no manner wight.—(Chaucer, Prologue.) 

Kein Feuer und Guth brennt nicht fo heip 

als Hhetmliche Liebe, die Mtemand nicht weip— (German Volkshed.) 

Cf. also the use of French ne in comparative and negative sentences. 
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involved in the difference of tense.! It 1s, however, remark- 

able that €0é\w = wéAX@ is never used with the future in- 

finitive. Other verbs present a similar choice of construc- 

tions. So éruoeiv, tbrodéyerOar, tpocdéxecPar. In Herod. 

v. 34, ovdev ravtws Tpocedéxovto eri ohéas TOV TTOXOY TOUTOY 

oppnoecOat, the original usage would be oppac@as or oppy- 

casGa. Thus the literal translation would be ‘“‘ expected 

the expedition for a setting out against them’’. Here we 

preserve the datival origin of the infinitive, and also get a 

hint of how the accusative and infinitive construction could 

arise after such a verb. Similarly we find the future in- 

finitive with Bovdeoa in a single passage in Herodotus, iv. 

111, Bovropevor €E adtéwy Traidas exyevnoerOar. 

(€) Some cases of ellipsis involve a mixture, but others 

are cases of formal analogy, the assimilation consisting im 

bringing the connected words as near as possible. An 

example is the omission of the copula, which is common 

enough both in Latin and Greek. A possible view to take 

would be that the omission of the copula is an original con- 

struction, and it is exceedingly common in early writings, 

eg. im Vedic. So Rigveda vii. 12, 3, tvam varuna uta mitro 

agné, ‘thou art Varuna and also Mitra, O Agni”’. 

IT. ASSIMILATION OF MEANING: 

§14. We come next to the assimilation of meaning, which 

is the converse of the assimilation of form. In the first case 

we get likeness of form where difference was to be expected ; 

here the psychological working of the inner meaning pro- 

duces difference where likeness was to be expected. Thus 

a sentence like ‘“‘The populace were agitated” couples to- 

gether a singular noun and a plural verb, the reason of the 

1 We find the two constructions in a single sentence in iii. 43, é« rod 

HéAovTos yiverOa wpryparos, and TeAeuvTHTEw péAAOL TloAvKparTns. 
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usage being that the noun is a collective one, and the speaker 

pays less attention to the fact of its being singular. This 

does not necessarily mean that there is any difference in 

signification between the two forms, but merely imphes that 

one assimilation has proved stronger than anotheyr. 

§15. Gender. The grammatical gender often yields to the 

stronger assimilation of the natural gender. In Vedic, mdatara, 
‘ the dual of mdtr, ‘a mother,’ and meaning “ parents,” is 

found once with a masce. adj. 

Cf. Plato, Laches, 180 E, ta jrerpaxia mpos addAnjdovs dva- 

Reryomevol. 

Greek Inser. (Cauer 215), c@pa yuvarxetov, & dvopa Niko ; 

(216), capa yuvatkeiov, ad dvopa Appia. 

Terence Andria, iii. 5, 1, illic scelus, qui me [perdidit]. 

So hie simia, as a popular idiom. 

Similarly the neuter may be used of inanimate things, 

whose grammatical gender is masc. or fem. Thus Herod. 1. 

92, ote d€ Kal 9 pila TOD RwTOD TovTOV edwdiun Kal eyyAVOCEL 

ETLELKEWS, EOV OTPOYYUAOD. 

A relative may also be in real assimilation with a personal 

pronoun supplied out of a preceding possessive adjective. 

Soph. 0. C. 730, tis euijs ereroddou, Ov pt’ oKvette. 

Terence Adelph. v. 4, 27, id mea minume refert, qui sum 

natu maximus. 

It is almost certain that the assimilation of the natural 

gender is a construction prior to that of the grammatical 

gender, which, though of course Indo-Kuropean, has been 

shown by Brugmann! to be a later development. This, how- 

ever, does not mean that such sense-analogies are all sur- 

vivals of a previous state of things, as they might start up 

at any time, however fully the grammatical assimilation had 

been carried out. 

'In Vechmer’s Zeitschrift, iv. p. 100. See above, § 5. 
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The history of the masculine nouns of the first declension 

must be brought under this section. These were originally 

collective substantives of feminine gender, and got their 

subsequent rules of concord, and some of their forms as well, 

from real assimilation of gender. This, according to Del- 

bruck, is borne out by the similar use of -fa in Slavonic. 

Thus veavias was originally a fem. veavia, ‘‘a body of youths,” 

ef. Liat. tuventus. So originally imota, fem., “the chivairy”. 

It is quite conceivable that even with these original feminine 

forms they could take a masculine adjective in the predicate 

from sense-assimilation. Then formal assimilation would 

operate and the noun itself would be made masculine in form 

on the analogy of nouns of the second declension, to which, 

of course, the agreeing adjectives would belong. 

§ 16. Number. (a) A collective noun is often joined to a 

plural verb or other word. 

Iliad, xv. 305, ) wAnOds atrovéorTo. 

Herod. iii. 113, to dé Erepov yévos THY diwy Tas ovpas 

mratéas hopéovor, which may be compared with conversa- 

tional English “ those kind of people”’. 

Pindar, Ol. 1. 131, @aveiv b€ oicw dvayka, Ti Ké TLs GY@VUBLOY 

ynpas ev cxoTw KaOnpevos Erou pata. 

So also €eaozos may be used with the plural as well as 

with the singular. Contrast Herod. vii. 107, ws tayeos exe 

éxaotos, and 1x. 59, ws modav Exactos eixov. 

Cf. the similar uses of a@AdXos adXov, etc.+singular or 

plural verb. 

Harmonists like Cobet would deal with all such usages 

according to the rules of logic. In Cobet’s Variae Lectiones 

pages 113, 114, we find a great many emendations of passages 

where €xaotos or adXos aAXOv, etc., occur, and where the 

MS. reading is changed to avoid apparent violations of 

logic. Many such emendations, however, are rendered 
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unnecessary if the principles of analogical change are kept 

steadily in view. 

The construction is extremely common in English. So 

“The jury have agreed”. It occurs in Gothic. Thus St. 

Mark 1. 52, setun bi ina managei, “the multitude sat 

about him”. It is very common in early Latin and in all 

periods of the language. 

Plautus, Most. 1. 2, 20, sibi quisque inde exemplum ex- 

petunt.! 

In Greek, a noun-++ era with genitive, and in Latin, a 

noun-+cum with ablative can take a plural verb. 

Cato (apud Gellium, xiv. 2, 26), si sponsionem fecissent 

Gellius cum Turio. 

Real assimilation also takes place in sentences like tem- 

pus necessitasque postulat (Cicero, Of. i. 23, 81), where the 

two nouns form one notion. This explanation is preferable 

to explaining postulat as agreeing in number with the nearest 

noun. 

(>) Under this head comes the peculiar Greek construction, 

whereby a neuter plural takes a singular verb. The theory, 

lately propounded anew by Johannes Schmidt, that neuter 

plurals in -@ are really feminine singulars with a collective 

meaning, though supported by many parallel usages from 

other languages, may be considered to be not proved. If it 

were true, the construction of the Greek neuter plural with a 

singular verb would be susceptible of an easy explanation. 

However, the older view, that the neuter plural in this con- 

struction is looked upon as one mass, seems perfectly good, 

and would come in naturally as an instance of real assimila- 

tion. The two usages are joined to the same noun in Herod. 

vi. 41, €x Ths of Téxva éyéveto 1a és Ilépoas Kexoopéatat. 

‘The converse of this is seen with nos=ego; as—nobis merenti 

(Tibull. Lygd. vi. 55). See Schmalz, Lat. Syntax, § 21 b. 
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Note.—The use of a plural verb with a neuter plural noun is com- 

moner in Homer than in later writers. This is an argument in favour 

of the view that the other construction is an innovation which was 

almost fully carried out later on; a position strengthened by the great 

rarity of the usage in Vedic. We have it in na te vivyan mahimanam 

rajansi, “the fields of space do not contain thy greatness” (Rigveda, 

vii. 21, 6). 

The construction may also be compared with one occa- 

sionally found in Herodotus, where a word lke tavra is 

joined to an adjective in the neuter singular. Here, doubt- 

less real assimilation takes place, the neuter plural being 

looked upon as one whole. So v. 98, tadra dé axovcayTes o° 

IIaioves xapta te aomactoy érrouncavto, for which we may 

compare Plato, Protagoras 314 C, ddfav tadta (like éd0€e 

tauta). The “Schema Pindaricum”’ is also a further ex- 

tension of the construction. We may compare the common 

phrase éotw of A Latin parallel is astante civibus suis, found 

on an inscription ; also praesente and absente found agreeing 

with plural nouns (Schmalz, Lat. Gr. § 21 0). 

(c) Treatment of Dual. This number existed in Indo- 

European, but its fortune has been very varied in the 

different languages. It was properly used of things that 

were naturally pairs; and while in Sanskrit the analogy 

has gone in the direction of associating a dual verb with 

all duals, whether natural pairs or not, the tendency in Greek 

has rather been in the direction of sense-analogy, that is, of 

putting a plural verb even with those duals that represent 

natural pairs?; and the absence of a first person dual in 

verbs can only be held to be the beginning of a conscious- 

ness, which became universal in late Greek, as well as in 

several dialects in the classical period, that the dual was 

unnecessary for the purposes of language. 

1 See Delbriick, S. /’. v. page 83. * See above, page 17. 
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With this we may compare the occasional usage in Latin, 

whereby qui is put for wler, when two persons are spoken 

of. Thus, Livy, xxvii. 40, gui eorum prior vicisset. 

$17, Real Assimilation of Mood in Sequence. In clauses 

dependent on a historic present we may have the indicative 

(or conjunctive in final clauses), or we may have the optative. 

The former is an example of formal, the latter of real assimi- 

lation. So Herod. 1. 110, cerever oe "Aotuayns . . . dxws 

av tayiota Siadbapein. The same conditions hold good 

for the tenses of the subjunctive after a historical present in 

Latin. 

We have now treated of two out of the three sections 

into which analogy is divided; but before coming to the 

third, let us ask the question: Is it possible for a syntactical 

form to alter its original signification apart from the in- 

fluence of another form? To a certain extent it is. The 

analogical change may be worked out in the word itself, 

which may shade off into meanings more or less akin to the 

original one. In this way, the Greek future in -ow has 

certainly passed from the meaning of intention to that of 

simple futurity. The two meanings, though distinct, are 

very close, so that the change of meaning can be accounted 

for without looking at any other forms. Thus we have the 

Homeric ta ésodueva, where no intention is signified. So 

also the original meaning of the subjunctive gave rise to 

many kindred significations. An original form with an 

indefinite use may be differentiated into definite usages, all 

akin to the original one, and many of them due to no external 

influence. So with the present, which in all probability was 

originally a general tense ; afterwards, besides being used for 

present time and past time with ‘‘ historic sense,’ it was 

undoubtedly employed in Indo-European for the future, a 

use very common in Teutonic and found in Sanskrit. 
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TII. CompLExX ASSIMILATION. 

§ 18. The third kind of analogy, which may be called 

complex, is quite different from the two kinds already 

mentioned, and presupposes two original factors which are 

combined to form a new expression. Tt has a wider influence 

than either of the other two, and all languages are full of its 

results. It is certain that many of the constructions that 

appear to us quite simple are really the product of contamina- 

tion. Some of them are probably beyond analysis ; others, 

however, present a very fair field for speculation, from
 the fact 

that we possess examples of a more primitive usage to ouide 

us to their origin. A third class is composed of those which 

we cal see, as it were, in the process of manufacture ; and 

for these we must look particularly to carly writers. Thus 

the result of a syntactical contamination either may succeed 

in displacing the original constructions, or may exist along- 

side of them as an alternative usage. 

An innovation in syntax always proceeds on the lines of 

old syntactical processes, and must therefore be the result 

of contamination. Thus, if we find a verb taking an un- 

usual case, an explanation of the phenomenon will be 

usually found in the common construction of some other 

verb of kindred meaning. 

Let us now proceed to classify various forms which this 

kind of analogy assumes. 

§ 19. Gender. It is certain that the gender of nouns in 

Greek, as in other languages, has undergone change in a 

considerable number of cases. This must have begun very 

early, and the change in most instances was complete 

before the date of any of our literary record
s. The traditional 

grammatical gender of nouns in -os is masculine, and of 

nouns in -a (-7) feminine. It is probable that the exceptions 
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to this rule are due to the working of syntactical contamina- 

tion, 7.e., a word in -os sometimes became feminine through 

psychological association due to similarity of meaning with 

a word in -4a. 

It has been held that od05 and v#aos have become feminine 

on the analogy of some words of the first declension. The 

difficulty is to get a probable word. oium has been suggested 

as the starting-point for » odcs, but this is not very likely. 

So the gender of i7revpos, yépaos, o7rodds, etc., has been 

attributed to the influence of yj, and similarly 7 tAy may 

have produced 7 BvBrXos. On the whole we have no certain 

evidence to go upon in these cases; and it is more certain 

that a change of gender has taken place than how it has 

taken place. The only thing in the way of proof that can 

be adduced is found in cases where the words whose gender 

has changed and those that may have so influenced them go 

together. 

So Herod. iv. 123, ris yepns eovons yépoov; 11. 140, 

TTOOW TE Kal Yip. 

§ 20. Number. Under the head of real assimilation we 

have already examined a considerable number of instances 

where singular and plural words went together, but where 

no outside influence was active, the psychological working 

being from the one word to the other. There are cases, 

however, of the plural being found for the singular, where 

probably another construction altogether has given rise to 

the one in question. Thus in Latin, nec-nee often takes a 

plural verb instead of a singular, there being really con- 

tamination, arising probably from the construction of et-et. 

So with aut, and sew; as—Plautus, Zruc. ii. 4, 47, queerere 

puerum aut puellam, qui supponantur. So the use of réorepa 

in Greek where we should expect wétepov may come from 

the use of dudorepa. So Herod. 1. 114, korepa d47a TodTov 
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€@mev acivéa éxTréew 7) aTeXopeOa Ta éywov HdrAGe1 An 

instance of the converse phenomenon is to be found in the 

familiar use of dépe 5é and aye dé with the plural. 

§ 21. Case. (a) In modern Greek we get a variety of 

constructions with prepositions and their cases that are not 

classical. Thus we have xadr0ov 6&0 amas, “good for us”’. 

This is the result of phrases like éwpay@n 80 suas, “it was 

done on account of us”. Now, éwpday@n juty can be used, 

and likewise caXov jyiv. Make a proportion, and we get the 

new form: émpayOn iyiv: émpadyOn 80 yas: : Kadov amin : 

Kanrov ou’ Hmas. 

In Greek, Teutonic, and Keltic, the ablative, the locative, 

and the instrumental have disappeared; and in Latin, the 

locative and the instrumental have no separate form. This 

is partly due to the forms of the different cases coalescing 

through the working of phonetic laws, but the most im- 

portant factor in the change is syntactical analogy working 

in the same way as the modern Greek example above. We 

shall have to point out in the different languages various 

points where the meanings of the cases met, so that it 

became possible that a case should gradually be supplanted 

by another. If these points of union can be found, it is 

easy to see how formal analogy, as exemplified under the 

first head, would help to work out a uniformity. 

It is to be observed that even in Sanskrit all these 

cases are not distinguished. The ablative has a special 

form only in the singular of masculine and neuter -a stems ; 

elsewhere in the singular it corresponds with the genitive, 

and in the plural with the dative, while in the dual, the 

instrumental, dative, and ablative are represented by one 

form. 

1 Similarly in English a plural instead of a singular verb after either- 

or and neither-nor is often found in careless writing. 
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The ablative and genitive have in Sanskrit the following 

ideas in common :—! 

(1) Both are employed to express removal, and so, 

difference. 

(2) Both may be used after verbs of fearing.’ 

(3) The ablative is used with comparatives, while the 

genitive is used with words of likeness (¢f. s¢milis in Latin, 

and, by analogy, dissinvilis also with the genitive). 

(4) Both are used absolutely. 

How far these meanings have developed in the two 

cases separately in Sanskrit can never be told; probably 

the genitive was originally a case used with nouns, and the 

ablative a case originally used with verbs ; the genitive also 

would denote connexion, and the ablative, as its name im- 

plies, separation. Now these two ideas are converse, and 

therefore cohere in the mind, and consequently their asso- 

ciation led to their confusion. Thus in Greek, the genitive 

represented two cases, (1) true genitive, (2) true ablative ; 

while of the true genitive we have (a) the (original) nominal 

use, and (8) the (non-original) use with verbs. Greek shows 

the period of total fusion of the cases; Sanskrit that of 

partial fusion both in form and in meaning; while we can 

only infer the conditions of the original period, when pre- 

sumably the two cases had quite distinct functions. For 

example, the ablative expresses removal in lobhat krodhah 

prabhavati, “passion arises from greed,” and the genitive 

denotes place from which in ¢graw me, “learn from me”. 

Thus, if the genitive is originally a case used with nouns, 

the last example must be due to contamination. So 

instances might be given of similarity in the other uses. 

1 Por the uses of the cases in Sanskrit, see Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar,? 

§§ 267-305. 
2 Cf, Lat. a quo genere . . . numquam timui (Cicero, pro Sulla, xx. 59). 
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In Latin, the locative, instrumental, and ablative have 

been merged into one case. A similar contamination of 

function is seen in the Italic dialects.. Thus, the Oscan 

form tanginud, ‘‘ according to agreement,” has the meaning 

of an instrumental, although the ablative form is still kept, 

a fact which proves that the functions of the cases had come 

close to each other. Contrast, however, usages in Umbrian, 

where the locative is still used with prepositions implying 

rest. Thus, super kumue = Lat. super comitiwm.' The San- 

skrit instrumental probably includes two original cases, the 

comitative and the case of agency, two ideas which are very 

easily united. The points in which the instrumental and 

the locative unite or come close are many; thus, ‘‘ accom- 

’ “yerson with whom’’. Suppose these 

united ; we have then to explain how confusion between the 

instrumental and the ablative is possible. Here we have to 

consider the same confusion that took place between the 

genitive and the ablative, that is, contamination of two 

opposites, which, as such, are inseparably connected in the 

mind, and so produced a construction based on combination. 

Thus, the instrumental is use Sanskrit, not only with 

saha, ‘‘ with,” but with vind, ‘‘ without’’. Now the prepo- 

paniment,” ‘“‘ time, 

sition, in its vriginal signification, is neither more nor less 

than an amplification of the meaning of the case; that is, 

it can only be employed with a case denoting a kindred 

signification. Hence the use of a case with a preposition 

of opposite meaning implies a confusion in mind of these 

two meanings. Such a confusion is, as stated above, the 

natural result of the laws of association. So in Vedic, 

words compounded with vi- take an instrumental ; as vat- 

1 Here Latin has generalised the construction proper only to verbs 

of motion, just as it has done with trans, where contrast the use of the 

Umbrian traf. 

+ 
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sair viyuta yad dsan, ‘when they were separated from their 

calves”. Conversely to this, the Latin instrumental became 

merged in the ablative. In the same way ablatival forms 

like xaX@s, which are used as adverbs, must have been 

made at a time when the instrumental and the ablative 

had already got contaminated. 

We have still another confusion of cases to account for, 

that is, that in Greek and Teutonic the meanings of the 

locative and the instrumental have been taken on by the 

dative. Is there any point of union between these cases ? 

In Sanskrit, the dative is the case of the remoter object, 

after verbs of giving, declaring, pleasing, etc. Hence it 

comes to mean “inclination to,” and here it comes close to 

one of the uses of the locative. 

Thus dative, mahyum namantam pradicae catasrah, “ let 

the four quarters bow themselves to me” (Rigveda). Com- 

pare the use of the locative of goal: ma@ prayacche ‘¢vare 

dhanam, ‘‘do not offer wealth to a lord”. Cf. also Latin 

locative of goal ; as, it clamor caelo, where caclo was long taken 

for a dative. Conington allows the possibility, and there is 

no reason why the Romans themselves should not have con- 

sidered it as such. he varied fortunes of the instrumental 

are shown very well by the different uses of the Greek forms 

in ¢e(v). In this connexion it would be interesting to know 

what was the original function of the Latin -bus. 

The gulf between the cases being thus bridged over, the 

analogy due to combination began to work, and many non- 

original constructions arose. Just as cum with the ablative 

in Latin is really illogical, so the use of prepositions with 

the dative is due to contamination. Itis not found in Vedic 

or indeed in Sanskrit at all, whereas it is regular in Greek, 

Gothic, and Keltic. 

(b) In several Greek dialects there exists a certain 
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amount of contamination between the functions of the 

nominative and those of the accusative. Thus in Attic, 

the true nominatives 7roXeus, evyevets are used for the accusa- 

tive plural. Conversely, Delphian shows pds Sexatéropes 

(for Sexatétopas)! These contaminations, of course, arose 

from the community of meaning possessed by the nomina- 

tive and the accusative. We may compare the similar con- 

fusion in English between who and whom, the former being 

often used, even by good writers, as the object of a preposi- 

tion or of a transitive verb.” 

(c) Another very common instance of case-contamination 

in Greek is the use of the dative for the possessive genitive. 

So (Elean Inscer.) & Fpatpa tots Fadetous. The usage could, 

and probably did, arise in two ways. 
(1) From instances where the dative really depended on 

a verb, like Herod. i. 80, duéb@apto te TH Kpoiow 1 édmis, 

which we should translate by “‘The hope of Croesus 

perished”’. This would lead to usages like o( vids, “his 

son,’”’ where no verb exists.® 

(2) From instances where the natural genitive was 

attracted into the dative by another dative present, thus 

forming a bridge between formal and complex assimilation. 

Thus :— 

Herod. ii. 78, év thot cvvovainet Toict evdaiwoot avTav; 

iil. 16, ovdapuas év vopw oddeTépoici €oTe. 

(d) The accusative, properly speaking, is a verbal case, 

that is, a case that defines and limits the action of a verb, 

whether it be transitive or intransitive. The accusative of 

1 See Brugmann, Gr. Gr.,” page 203. 

* An extreme instance of case-contamination is seen in the use in 

modern Greek of dmov (= ev , etc.) used for all cases of the relative. 

Thus rdv dvdpa drov eida, *‘ the man whom I saw”. 

’' The use of por and oo as possessives may possibly belong to Indo- 

European. Brugmann, Gr. Gr., 209; Delbriick, 8. F., v. page 205. 
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respect with adjectives may also be looked upon as an 

accusative that defines predication, and is probably Indo- 

Kuropean, though its widely extended use has been developed 

first upon Grecian ground.’ But besides these we have in 

Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin, constructions which are un- 

doubtedly non-original, and borrowed from the proper use of 

the accusative. That is, we find the accusative used with 

expressions equivalent to verbs, where we might expect 

these equivalent expressions to take the construciions 

peculiar to themselves, and not those of the verbs they 

represent. The constructions we are dealing with here must 

therefore be the result of contamination. Thus in Sanskrit, 

primary derivatives in -7 take the accusative, as enam abhab- 

hasini, ‘speaking to him”. So verbal nouns in -@ from 

derivative stems, as svargam abhikdnksayd, ‘“ desiring para- 

dise ” (Rigveda). With nouns in -t7 as tyaktarah samyuge pra- 

nan, “risking life in battle”. And so with ordinary adjec- 

tives occasionally, as, Nalam anuvrata, “ faithful to Nala”. 

Greek has the construction frequently, Eurip., lon 572, 

0 6 Has opOas, TOUTO Kaw exer TOO0s, Where Kap’ Eyer TODOS 

stands for cayo moa. Asch. Sc. T. 289, pépipvar Cwmv- 

povot TapBos Tov auditeryn Aewov. Soph. O. C. 584, ta 8 ev 

péow 7) AjoTw icyes 7) Ou’ OVSEVOS TroLeE?. 

It should be noticed that in Greek the analogy has not 

been extended to the same degree as in Sanskrit. 

We have Latin parallels in animum advortere with the 

accusative, and the usage iusiurandum adigere aliquem. The 

rare construction of adjectives in dbundus taking an accusa- 

tive is of a kindred nature, but such adjectives are practically 

used as participles. An example is Livy xxv. 13, vita- 

bundus castra hostium. Another parallel to the Sanskrit 

usage is Plautus, Amph. 84, iusta sum orator datus. 

' Brugmann, Gr. Gr., page 204. 
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(e) The constructions taken by many verbs in Greek and 

Latin form a section of case-contamination. The clearest 

examples are found in early writers like Herodotus and 

Plautus, who were less bound by traditional usage than other 

authors, and who consequently originated many case-con- 

structions on the analogy of normal ones. The cases of 

mixture are of two kinds (1.) where the verb takes its con- 

struction from a noun or adjective and (ii.) where it takes 

its construction from some other verb. 

(i.) Under this head probably come verbs like 7jryenoveva, 

Bactrev’m, Tupavvevm, atpaTnyéw, and other words meaning 

control. Such verbs are denominative, and naturally take 

the same construction as the nouns from which they are 

derived. So in Herod. i. 15, éwitpotevew aitis. The 

verb itself is a comparatively late formation, and the above 

example probably represents its earliest construction, with 

the genitive, on the analogy of ézitpomos; its use with the 

accusative must be later, and may be compared with the 

similar construction of dopu¢opéw on the analogy of dudkdcow. 

So Herod. i. 36, ypnotas THY cewvTod Tratpioa éreTpéTeveas. 

This is the usual construction in later writers. Similar 

denominative verbs are 7pognteva, Tpinpapyxéw. 

So on the analogy of an adjective; as—ipac@a from ipécs, 

which takes the genitive. Thus 1i. 35, (patac yuri péev ovdeuta 

oute épaevos Oeod ove OnrEns, avdpes € TaVTwY TE Kal Tadéwr. 

This construction is confined to Herodotus. Liddell and 

Scott quote an instance of the verb from Pausanias, where 

it takes the dative. Similarly apectedw and cadrrXotevw take 

the genitive on the analogy of apiotos and KadANoTos. 

Doubtless the development of many of these constructions 

has been greatly helped by the analogy of apyw and such 

words, which probably took a genitive originally. So also 

in Sanskrit a genitive can follow verbs meaning ‘‘ rule” or 
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“ authority’; as—tvam icise vastnam, ‘‘thou art lord of 

good things”? (Rigveda).!. This Sanskrit usage precludes 

the otherwise possible view that the construction of apyo 

with the genitive arose from denominative verbs. 

With the above we may compare Latin cupidus with 

genitive leading to cupio with genitive. So Plautus, Ailes, 

iv. 1,17, que cupiunt tui. Similarly invideo with genitive on 

analogy of invidus. Hor. Sat. ii. 6, 84, neque ille sepositi 

ciceris nec longae invidit avenae.?_ The phrase in Herod. vii. 

59, teXeuTa av7od, ‘is the end of it,” is probably modelled on 

TéXos €oTly avTov, and it cannot be explained as being due to 

the analogy of any such verb as wavomat. 

(i1.) The second class is composed of verbs whose case- 

construction is based on that of some other verb psycho- 

logically connected with it. The contamination between 

the constructions of dxovew and qeifecPar found in Hero- 

dotus has been already mentioned,? and a list of the 

examples in that author will be given later (see § 34). 

Latin iwbeo sometimes takes a dative on the analogy of 

impero. So Tac. Ann. xiii. 15, Britannico iussit, exsurgeret.* 

Impertire aliquem aliqua re =donare aliquem aliqua re+im- 

pertire alicui aliquid. So Sueton. Oct. 25, triumphales 

numquam donis impertiendos putavit.? 

Many verbs properly intransitive became transitive on 

the analogy of other verbs of kindred meaning. Such has 

been the case with cé8ouar, whose use with an accusative is 

post-Homeric. From a comparison of the kindred word in 

Sanskrit, ¢yajami, “I abandon,” ‘‘ I shun,” and from the fact 

1 See Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, § 297 c. 

2 Roby, however (Lat. Gir. § 1830), considers it to be a Graecism. 

® See above, § 4. 

4 Cf. duci probare (possibly on the analogy of favere), quoted from 

Sallust by Quintilian, ix. 3, 12. 5 Ziemer, J. S. p. 101. 
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that it is passive and not middle in form (¢f. aor. éoébOnr, 

Soph. Fr. 168, etc.), c€8o0uar must have originally meant, “I 

am shunned by,” ‘‘I am humiliated before”. This came 

near in meaning to, ‘“‘I feel awe of,’ ‘“‘ I fear,’’ and the word 

probably took its (external) accusative on the analogy of 

dem, Or some similar verb. The same holds good with 

respect to goBéowar, ‘I am frightened,” and éx7Aayjvat, 

which sometimes take the accusative. Similarly in Latin 

transitive verbs lke metuere produced a host of analogical 

constructions. Thus the accusative is found with tremere, 

horrere, tremiscere, contremiscere, trepidare, pallescere, 

pavere, pavescere, expavescere, abhorrere. So phrases like 

Tyrrhenum navigat equor, pointed out by Quintilian (ix. 3, 17) 

as a departure from the ordinary usage, are probably due to 

the analogy of other verbs. An example from Plautus is the 

use of perire and deperire (Cist. i. 3, 43) with the accusative 

on the analogy of amo. Like many such early usages, it 1s 

confined to one author, and never gained a footing in the 

language. 

In most cases where the above case-contamination has 

taken place the link uniting the two verbs is the psychological 

connexion based on nearness of signification, or converse 

meaning. An example of the latter is the use of discrepo, 

discordo, etc., with cum + ablative on the analogy of words 

of opposite meaning like consentio. The following is an 

attempt to explain the intransitive use of éyw from con- 

tamination based on the nearness in sound of two words. 

In this construction, which is common even in Homer, éyo 

is evidently used in exactly the same sense as eéui, and the 

question is: Can we find any form which could lead to the 

contamination of these two verbs? We have such in the 

inceptive form ésxke (common in Homer), which could be 

easily confused with ésye in Ionic, a dialect where the 
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aspirates were pronounced with a very slight difference, or 

with none at all, from the corresponding tenues. Thus év 

Peovpate éoxoy (Herod. iv. 129) would naturally lead to év 

dovpats éoxov, a quite possible construction. Contrast the 

two following phrases :— 

Herod. vil. 143, ef és "A@nvatous eiye To eros eipnuévov 

éovtas ; 119, oxnvy wev éoxe TeTNYVIA. 

Here we have both verbs used as auxiliaries, and it would 

be hard, in the face of such close usage, to assert that con- 

tamination has not taken place. In the same way it is 

possible that the intransitive use of €&inue comes from, or is 

at all events helped by, its confusion with é&ecuu, the two 

forms uniting in éévae and tévat, both pronounced without 

aspiration in Ionic. 

§ 22. Closely allied to the contamination of cases are the 

so-called pregnant constructions, or, to be more exact, the 

confusion subsisting between the verbs of motion to or from 

a place and those of rest in a place. It is so common that 

an Indo-European origin for it might very well be postulated, 

although it could very easily arise independently in many 

languages. Examples from Herodotus are :— 

11. 18, of é€« Mapéns rod10s ; ill. 62, cTas és pécov ; ili. 73, 

drroft tovras; v. 25, és tov iCwv, alongside of év Té Katitwv. 

A Latin example is: (Lea Agraria) quei in agrum com- 

pascuom pequdes maiores non plus x pascet ( Wordsw., p. 191). 

Such constructions occur frequently in legal documents. 

So &vé00ev = within. Pindar, P. 11. 135, @umov téprrerat 

évdo0ev. Cf. the use of waxpay as in 1) paxpav 7roXts, “ the 

far-off city” (Ausch.). 

A Gothic example is: Wulfila, Mark, 1. 29, qemun in 

garda Seimonis, where garda is the dative. So in English: 

(Rest instead of motion.) Where are you going? (So Um- 

brian i/i = ibi or eo.) (Motion instead of rest.) There were 
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three kings into the East (Burns). This construction is 

quite regular in Lowland Scotch.! 

§ 23. Person. Whether the use of the stem éavro- for other 

persons than the third is due to contamination is rendered 

doubtful from the fact that Sanskrit sva, which corresponds 

to the é- of éavrov, is an emphatic anaphoric pronoun referring, 

without distinction of person, to a word mentioned before. 

This circumstance, at all events, shows that 1f we have a 

mixture here, that is, if sa was originally only of the third 

person, the contamination must have taken place very early. 

The usage is found sparingly in several branches of Greek 

literature, and that it has been a lasting one may be seen 

from the modern Greek, B\amtopev Tovs éavtovs was. Kxam- 

ples are :— 

(a) for Ist person. Herod. iv. 97, rade Néyetv fain Tis av 

pe EwuTod eivexev. (Stein reads é€uewuTod.) 

(6) for 2nd person. Herod. 1. 108, wndé . . . coi EwuT@ 

mepitéons. (Stein reads av7a.) 

It was rather commoner in Attic, probably from the fact 

that, the form being avros, it was more readily attracted to 

avtos. Thus Soph. £. 285, cXaiw abt) tpods abt. 

Whatever doubt there may be as to the origin of the use 

of éavro- with 1st and 2nd persons, the similar use of odes 

is certainly not original. Probably it is a contamination due 

to the use of éavrov, etc. An example is Isocr. 62 e, where 

the MSS. give €BdounKov7’ éTn dueTeReoapev doTaciacToL TPOS 

opas avtovs. Others read judas. 

In oratio obliqua Ist and 2nd persons as a rule become 

3rd person. Cases, however, exist where the usage is only 

half carried out, and such instances naturally involve a 

1 The dialectic use of év for eis as ev tov woAepor (Theban Inscr., Caner, 

353) is not parallel, év and évs (eis) being originally varieties of the same 

word. 
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mixture of persons. An example is Herod. viii. 143, viv te 

amayyerrxe ws “AOnvaior Aéyovot . . . pHnKOTE OMmodoyHoeL 

npéas Bép—n. Cobet (V. L. page 425) would make this 

conform to the ordinary usage by omitting os ’A@nvator 

A€éyouot. A Latin parallel is found in Varro, de lingua Latina, 

ix. 15, hi qui pueros in ludum mittunt, idem barbatos non 

docebimus. 

§ 24, Mixture with other pronouns. Greek shows consider- 

able contamination of the usages of 6s, Tis, Tus, and daTvs. 

Thus we find :— 

(a) és for ris interrogative. 

Herod. ii. 50, dpa iote, ® Tratdes, 65 tpéwy THY pnTépa 

améxtewve ; 11. 121, yuwpicGeis Os ein. 

It is possible that this construction may arise from 

sentences like the first, where és can be resolved into todtov 

és, and then be apphed to sentences like the second, where 

6s cannot be so resolved. The analogy, however, stopped 

half-way, and we do not find 6s used for 7/s in direct questions. 

(b) dcres indistinguishable from 6s in usage. 

Herod. 11. 99, woAw Kticat TavTny Hrs vov Méudis kanréerar. 

(c) 6otts for tes indefinite. 

Herod. i. 145, odtos 6 ze 67 é£apaptav év yopyupn éd€édeT0. 

§ 25. Contamination with Comparative and Superlative. In 

comparison we find, as we should expect, a wide field for confu- 

sion of thought, and consequently confusion of expression. 

Thus phrases like evéaipovéctatos Tay TpOTEpoy ryeyevnuevov 

are really illogical, the superlative being put for the compara- 

tive, through a mixture! between the true genitive with the 

superlative and the ablatival genitive with the comparative, 

and though parallels from Vedic can be adduced, they must 

be looked upon as non-original. Compare with this the con- 

fusion implied in the use of dAXos etc., in sentences like 

1 See, however, Ziemer, Jung. Streif. page 182. 
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Herod. v. 8, érerta 5€ Oamtovor xataxavcartes 7) GANS YI 

Kpuwavtes. So also ‘‘comparatio compendiaria” involves 

contamination. Thus Herod. i. 172, vopovoe 5€ ypewvtar 

Keywplopéevoiol TOANOY TOV TE GAXwY avOperrwv Kai Kapov. 

The original sequence of the comparative was probably 

the ablative of separation, as seen in the Latin ablative, the 

Greek ablatival genitive, and the Sanskrit ablative. The 

Greek 7 and the Latin quam must be considered as later 

usages. Let us see whether they are free from contamina- 

tion. As regards the Latin quam, its meaning is probably 

‘in which degree,’ and it ought properly to go with a pre- 

vious tam; as—tam bona quam pulchra est, “she is good to 

that extent to which she is fair”. Its original use is there- 

fore parallel to constructions lke aegue—atque, or aeque—ae. 

Probably, therefore, its use has been transferred from 

this kind of sentence to that involving a comparative, that 

is, from sentences which express likeness to those which 

express difference. That such confusion was possible is seen 

from sentences like: dexteram tuam non tam in bellis quam 

in promissis firmiorem (Cicero, pro Deiot. 11.8). Cf. also Gr. 

as, “as,” an exact analogue to quai, ‘‘as,” after comparatives. 

So parrov mpéver ws (Plato, Apology, 36 D.).1 

The use of 7) in Greek after a comparative presents many 

difficulties ; the following is suggested as an explanation. 

dé and 7 denote difference, as opposed to «ai which im- 

plies agreement. Words like opoiws, 0 avzos, etc., which 

signify agreement, take a dative, an alternative (and pre- 

sumably later) construction being «cat. Thus Herod. v. 65, 

€k TOV aVTEwD yeyoveTes Kal of audi Kodpov. Words denoting 

difference, as a\Xos, take an ablatival genitive, an alterna- 

tive (and, from the evidence of other languages, later) con- 

struction being 8€ or 7. That %, ‘or,’ denotes opposition 

1 See Mr. Adam’s edition ad loc. 
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can be seen by resolving ‘‘ Kither A is B, or C is D,” into 

four hypothetical syllogisms, according to the ordinary rules 

of logic. Such is the only real ‘‘ either—or”’ or “7—7”’. 

This would fit in with the probable theory that the use of 

4—n came before the use of 7 alone. 

dé is found after d\dXos. So Herod. iil. 154, dAX@ pév vuv 

ovK eppateto Epyw Suvatos eivat pw bToyepinv Totnoal, eb O 

EWUTOV AWBHTapEVOS a’TOLMOAnTELE és avTovs. CF. with this 

the English phrase, ‘“‘ None but he’. In the same way 7 

is found. So Herod. 11. 14, @dXo Te % of TavTn otKéovTEs 

Aiyurtiwv mewnoover; so with éu7adw, Herod. ix. 56, 

Huoav Ta éutrarw % Aaxedarporior. Similarly to express 

difference, even after an adjective in the positive degree, 

Herod. 1x. 26, ottw wy dixatov nugas yew TO ETEpov Képas 7 

wep AOnvaiovs. It is suggested, then, that from cases like the 

above, 7 may have obtained its wide-spread use in Greek as 

the particle commonly used after a comparative. 

§ 26. Mixture of Tense Functions. We find the historical 

present often used side by side with past tenses. It might 

be expected that in a single sentence the present and other 

tenses would not be found parallel to each other, but that 

they would be assimilated by formalanalogy. This, although 

the general rule, is by no means universal in any author, 

Thus we may have present and aorist together, as in Herod. 

1. 66, where evvou7Onoav and céBovra stand parallel to each 

other. So with present and imperfect, as mpooeypyufe aitéer 

6é (Herod. v. 11). 

We have undoubted contamination of the functions of 

the imperfect and the aorist. This, as poimted out by Del- 

bruck,! is found occasionally in Homer, as in J/iad, 1. 437, 

where we have Batvov—-Bicav—B7 parallel to each other. 

In such cases it is futile to look for any distinction of mean- 

1 §. F. vol. iv. page 105. 
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ing between the two tenses, and we are naturally led to the 

assumption that their meanings became identical because of 

their great point of similarity, the fact that they agree in 

treating of past time. This confusion of tense-function 

has many parallels in Sanskrit, where the Vedic distinction 

of meaning between the imperfect and the aorist is obliterated 

in the classical language. 

A special case is the use of the present with a past signi- 

fication with words like mpétepov in Greek and iamdudum 

in Latin. Cf. the similar use of pura in Sanskrit, as tanma- 

tram api cen mahyam na dadati pura bhavdn, ‘if you have 

never before given me even an atom” (Mahiabharata).? 

§ 27. Mixture of Moods. Instances of irregular sequence in 

moods, as when an optative follows a present tense, are 

rare, and probably there is always a special reason for such 

a phenomenon. An example is Herod. u. 93, avtéyovtar— 

iva 01) pi) Guaptoev. The mixture of moods in conditional 

sentences is probably non-original, the previous condition 

of things being to have the moods of the protasis and of the 

apodosis the same. In connexion with such usages many 

futile attempts have been made to discover minute distinc- 

tions of meaning where none exists, and where we have 

simply a mixture of constructions. An example is Herod. 

vi. 13, eb €mictapevol, ws Eb Kal TO Tapeoy vauTLKOY UTepBa- 

Nolato, dd\dNO chi Tapéotay TEVTATAHGLOV. 

Such contaminations are much commoner in later Greek. 

Another type of mood-contamination is that involved in 

the construction where we have an imperative in an object 

clause after ofa. There are about a dozen instances in the 

dramatists. Thus :— 

Soph. 0. 7. 548, oic® @s troincov. 

Eurip. JZ. 7. 12038, oto @a viv & pou yevér Ow. 

? Quoted by Whitney, Skt. Gr. § 778 a. 
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Each of these constructions 1s the result of mixture, and can 

be analysed into an equivalent phrase which follows ordinary 

srammatical rules, 7.¢., otc@a 6 dei ce Tovjoa. The propor- 

tion may be thus stated: ée? rovjoar: Toincov: : vic 6 bet 

Tounca: oic@ oO Troincoy. The usage finds an exact analogue 

in Sanskrit. Thus: kathani cte gunavantah kriyantam, “ how 

are they to be made virtuous ?’’ This construction is quoted 

by Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar, § 572 b, but he institutes no 

comparison with the Greek usage. 

§ 28. Mixture with Oratio Obliqua. To be closely compared 

with contamination of mood is the case where oratio obliqua 

with the accusative and infinitive and clauses with ws get 

mixed up. So Herod. i. 207, where etrov—671—amotpeye 

is compounded of eizroyv 61 arotpées and eitrov amrotpee. 

The frequent expression in the same author, ws €uoi doxéev, 

is possibly a contamination of ws éwol doxéer and éwol doxéerv. 

Other examples are :— 

Thue. iv. 37, KrXéwv yvods 6te dtabPapnoopévous avtous. 

Plato, Apology, 37 B., €Xopar wv eb 018 OTL KaKav dvTOD. 

Here the participle corresponds to the infinitive. 

These examples may be compared with English phrases 

like ‘‘ whom I know is good’ and ‘‘ who I know to be good,” 

constructions which are sufficiently common in careless 

writing. The usage also occurs in Latin. Varro, de lingua 

Latina, ix. 74, ad huiuscemodi vocabula analogias esse ut dixi. 

This is compounded of analogiz sunt, ut dixi + analogias 

esse dixi. 

Examples are also found of a similar contamination 

between a genitive absolute anda clause. Thus: Herod. i. 

134, éreite yap TodddKis Knpyvcoovtwor Aedpav é« Oeotrpotriov 

ds BovrotTo Townv THs Alcwrov Wuyns avedécbat, dddroS meV 

ovoels earn. 

§ 29. Voice. The passive in Indo-European is probably 
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not original. The aorist passive in Greek arose from intran- 

sitive forms like édaunv, which became the basis of similar 

forms from intransitive verbs, the resulting signification of 

which was naturally passive.’ In the earliest literary period 

this analogy must have been fully developed, as we find, 

e.g., phrases like evreréa yeipwOjvar in Herodotus, whereas 

even late Greek kept up in this case the original active as a 

possibility. Cf. usages like @avyaotos tdety, etc. For the 

other tenses in Greek, the middle was employed to form a 

passive signification, this being really the result of contami- 

nation of function; while in Latin and Keltic new forms 

sprung up, in all probability originally from the active. A 

noteworthy usage in Greek is the use of the future middle 

with a passive meaning instead of the later passive form. 

It will thus be seen that the line between the voices was 

not always clearly defined. Further, we find, besides ori- 

ginal actives where the passive could be used later, cases 

where the functions of the two voices are mixed up. So 

in modern Greek we have wavw used as a middle, and in 

early Latin we find the present participle used in a passive 

sense, as rebus agentibus in Laberius.2 There are in Greek 

many examples of verbs which have changed their original 

active sense. So éxd/dwpe, éxr€irw, TpocBarrAw. Are these 

simply confusions between the functions of the active and the 

passive—as so often happens in English—or are they rather 

due to the influence of other verbs? It is often difficult to 

decide which of these two reasons has produced the con- 

tamination, and probably both causes have operated here. 

The opposite alteration of intransitive to transitive is in 

great measure a branch of case-contamination as treated of 

above (§ 21e). A verb, originally intransitive, was made to take 

1 See Brugmann, Gr. Gr. § 150; Delbriick, S. F’. iv. page 75 ff. 

* Of. Quintilian, ix, 3, 13. 
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an accusative on the analogy of some word of kindred mean- 

ing which took that case. Sometimes it may arise from a 

misunderstanding, as when a participle and a finite verb go 

together, the former really governing the accusative, and 

the latter being really intransitive. So Herod. iii. 99, tov 

yap 61 &s yhpas arixopevov Ovcavtes KaTevwyxéovtat. Similarly 

when a transitive and an intransitive finite verb go together, 

the latter may often have been taken to govern the accusa- 

tive; as Herod. iii. 100, to &fouci te Kal citéovtar. This 

would lead to vi. 57, cvTedmevor peta TOV Baciéwy Ta &n- 

poota. 

A very common feature of language is the fact that a 

compound verb is found in a transitive sense when the 

simple is intransitive. The usual explanation is that it is the 

preposition that governs the case; but here also we have 

nearly always the working of analogy. The fact of a verb’s 

being compound argues for a comparatively late origin, and 

its construction is modelled on that of some earlier simple 

verb which it approached in meaning. Thus trepBadro- 

pat, “1 excel,” takes the construction of vuxdw. 

§ 80. Rise of Infinitive Constructions from Contamination. 

Two constructions, that 1s, with the infinitive or with the 

participle, are possible after verbs like opdw, yyvocke, 

faivopat, pavOavw, tavw. This raises the question which 

of the two is original. I think the participial construction 

has strong claims to be considered the earher. Thus 

yiyvackw avTov dvra is perfectly free from contamination, 

whereas yuyvweocKkw avtov eivat involves the accusative and 

infinitive construction, which Brugmann! has shown could 

arise from sentences like é«éXevoev ewe Spav, where épé 

was taken to be the subject of dpav instead of the object 

of éxéXevoev. An accusative and infinitive construction is 

1 Gr. Gr. § 170. 
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similarly involved in ¢daivw avtov eivar, which would lead 

to daiveras eivar instead of daivetas wv. 

At the same time, the infinitive construction is found 

with these verbs in Homer, while Attic seems to have been 

inclined to preserve the participial construction. Herodotus 

uses now the one construction and now the other, apparently 

without any difference of meaning. Contrast v. 67, pawe- 

Sovs €rravce aywvifec Pat with 1. 133, écOiovtas av ov Tavecbat, 

“‘would not leave off eating”; where, however, we have 

in the same sentence a different meaning in tewavTas 

mavecOar, ‘to leave off when hungry”. Difficulties like 

this last may possibly have helped in the formation of the 

infinitive construction. 

Under later infinitive constructions founded on analogy 

the use of #ore with the infinitive should probably be taken. 

Some light is thrown on its origin by the usage of early 

writers, and in the following attempt to show its history 

the examples are taken from Herodotus. There are only 

two instances of the usage in Homer.” 

The simplest and earliest method of expressing a result 

is to have the principal clause and the consecutive clause 

paratactically placed side by side. Thus in. 12, ai dé tov 

Aiyurtiov ottw 67 Te loxyupai, poyis av ALOw Taicas Svap- 

pynéevas. Similarly the consecutive clause can be introduced 

by the relative, and as it is originally a demonstrative we 

have parataxis here as well. So iv. 52, ottw 6 Te éotoa 

TiKpn, 1) meyabei optxp? €odca Kipva TOV" Trav éovtTa TroTa- 

Mov év oriyotot péyav. So also évOa is used in iv. 28, duveyei- 

pepos O€ attn 7 KatadexOcica Taca yopn otTw 5H TL éaTi, 

évOa . . . yivetat. 

ws, “‘so,” is occasionally found introducing the con- 

secutive clause, the paratactic arrangement being still pre- 

* See Monro, Hom. Gram. § 235. 

a) 
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served. Thus iil. 130, é6wpéeto Anpwoxndea ottw 67 TL darypires 

Swpen ws TOUS aToTITTOVTAS ATO TOV pladéwy oTaTHpas é70- 

pevos 0 oiKéTNS AVENEYETO. 

The usual form dae is also the sign of a clause paratac- 

tically arranged beside a preceding one, with the meaning 

‘and so”. Thus we should render it literally in the 

numerous instances where an indicative precedes and follows. 

The following are the usages of @ate in Herodotus. 

Whenever an infinitive precedes, whether independent of or 

due to the oratio obliqua, an infinitive follows it. When 

an indicative precedes, an indicative, in the majority of cases, 

follows, but not in all, and there the difficulty comes in. 

The first type, where an infinitive comes before and after, is 

easily explained from mood-assimilation. Thus, 1. 189, 

emnmetAnoe ovTw 6 py acbevéa Troincev, WaTE . . . S1aBn- 

ceca. In such a sentence wate was still ‘‘ and thus,’’ but 

finally its paratactic nature was lost, the ve was no longer 

recognised to be=‘‘and,” and the word was simply viewed 

as introducing a result. Thus, in a sentence like iv. 145, 

évnyé cheas date Trovée, the wate is little else than ws, and 

we might translate literally, “‘He urged them thus—for 

doing”. Here, of course, we should have the infinitive, 

whether ®oTe were present or not. For this rendering of 

ws and for the punctuation, cf. v. 95, catnddake b€ He, véweo- 

Oa Exatépovs THv éxovor. Here we might substitute wore 

for #de without in the least changing the meaning. 

That ore is not the only word where the paratactic 

force of the -re has been lost, may be seen from words like 

dite, olds 72, €melte, doov Te, and perhaps 66¢, mde if the -de 

is the same word as the conjunction. The statement that 

re is used in a general signification throws no hght on the 

origin of the construction. For similar uses where the 

paratactic usage has been forgotten, ¢f. 6é in apodosi after 
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_pév or &€ in the protasis. Cf. also Sanskrit ca (=7Te) in 

sentences like ydvanta eva te tavdneca sa, ‘‘as great as they 

were, so great was he,’ where the (probably original) para- 

tactie force of ca was lost. 
The infinitive after @aTe is therefore due to two causes :-— 

(1) a preceding infinitive ; 

(2) identification with as. 

It is quite possible that the construction of pw with the 

infinitive may have arisen from cases where an infinitive pre- 

cededit. Cfevenporepov 7 used thus, in a construction which 

cannot possibly be original; vi. 2, potepov 7) Bacirevoa. 

Some further remarks may be added on the development 

of particles through contamination. @s has been affected 

largely in this way. Thus, as is well known, its mean- 

ing of ‘“‘towards” with words signifying persons has come 
ce 

from sentences like 7\Oev ws éewé, where os, “as,” or 

‘‘ with the intention of,’ and éyé is the accusative of motion 

to. ‘This usage is practically confined to Attic, and is very 

rare in other dialects. 

es in phrases like @s taysoTa must really come from the 

verb. Cf. Herod. iv. 71, dwirrA@pevor kal trpoPvpedpevot ws 

péytotov Trowmoat, where ws could go with the verb instead 

of with péyiorov. Similarly és with numbers in the meaning 

of ‘‘about” really comes from a misunderstanding, as the 

word originally goes with the verb. Cf. Herod. vii. 184, os 

ava Sinxoalous avdpas NoyCopévoice ev ExaoTy vi, “ calculating 

thus, two hundred men in each ship’’. So with the phrase 

@s ExaoTos. 

Noteworthy also is the mixture of function between 67e 

and Sure. 7c means ‘‘that’’ and ‘“‘ because’’; dots Means 

“because,” and gets the meaning of “that” from analogy. 

The usage occurs as early as Herodotus. So i. 50, duoTe pev 

\ b] a / ee / ef ¢ / af 

yap €K TWY BapBapev Ker, muvOavomevos OUT@ EUPLTKw EoD. 
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It has been continued, and is frequent in late Greek. We 

inay compare the common use of a quod clause in late Latin 

instead of accusative and infinitive, as also the very late use 

of si for an even when a negative precedes. 

The use of 7 in an intensive signification, found in Hero- 

dotus and Plato (ef. Herod. ii. 104, apyaiov tu, ‘‘ very old”’), 

is probably the result of contamination. The following is 

suggested as an origin for the usage. In negative phrases 

like ovdév tu, ‘nothing at all,” vv is intensive even if taken 

literally, and this is transferred ‘analogically to cases like 

ToAXov TL yphpa Tov Téxvov, “very large”. This view is 

corroborated by phrases like Herod. 1. 181, ov wodAA@ Tee, 

‘not by any great amount”. So padrov te from ovdé Te 

padrrAov (Herod. vi. 123, and elsewhere), for which we may 

compare Latin par (= non maior) af/que leading to mator atque 

Hence te became a mere intensive, and we have phrases like 

Herod. ii. 87, AHO TL, ‘a very large crowd”’ ; apyaioy tt, 

“very old” (quoted above); ottw 6) Te (a very common 

phrase), ¢f. ov 67 7, “by no means’. A very clear instance 

is Herod. 11. 27, avpy dé aro Wuypod Twos piréer Tvéew, ““ very 

cold: 

§ 81. Mixture with Negatives. There has been considerable 

contamination in the usages of od and yj. This mixture is. 

found in early Greek, and lapse of time tended rather to lead 

to further contamination between them, until in modern 

Greek the usages of u7, when compared with the classical 

standard, are positively ungrammatical. The limits of ov 

and yu, however, were at no time absolutely defined.t An 

1 That the one can be substituted for the other through the influence: 

of formal analogy may be seen from Pindar, Ol. i. 7, pnKér’ deAiov oKoret 

(Xo Oadrvorepov ev duéepa aevvdy aotpov épnpas bv aidépos pnd ’Odvpmias 

dyava céprepovy avdavopnev, where pd’ for ot8 is due to pyxér of the 

previous clause. 
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early instance of «7 being used where ov might have been 

expected is Herod. vi. 66, ott 67 7 IIvOin éreipwreovtwy Tov 

Oeompotrav Expwe 7) “Apiotwvos eivat Anuapyntov Taida. On 

the other hand, we have sometimes ov used for 7. We 

find the similar mixture of ne and non in Latin ; ¢/. the use 

of non with imperatives in Ovid, and phrases like non per- 

damus noctem (Petronius). There is not, however, the 

same original difference between ne and non as there is be- 

tween ov and p17. 

§ 32. Style. Lastly under the head of contamination may 

be considered its general effect on style. This influence we 

have in many usages of conjunctions. Cf. the occasional 

use of ovre—dé instead of ovre—tTe; of wéev—pévTor; and in 

Latin of e¢—autem and atqgue—autem. So also ovte and ovdé 

were mixed up in use, and this led to the use in later 

Greek of ov@eis for ovdeis; and the same confusion took 

place between pnédeis and pnfeis.1 

It was noticed under the first heading that balanced 

structure owes its existence mainly to the assimilation of 

form and position. Conversely, anacoloutha, which, strictly 

considered, are illogical, are caused by the use of construc- 

tions which in some sentences are correct, but in the case in 

question, are not so. In them we have examples of the influ- 

ence of contamination exerted over whole sentences. Such 

constructions are particularly common in conversational 

language, and their great frequency in Plato is probably an 

artistic recognition of the fact. They are used, however, 

in all branches of literature quite unconsciously, and not 

for the sake of producing the effect of naturalness, but 

1So Aetolian Inscription (Cauer 237), kai pnOéva ayew Airodav pnde 

tov ev AirwXia rokirevovt@y Tods Kelovs pnOapobev dppmpevoy pyre Kata yay 
’ ‘ 6 AN , »> ‘ , > » ” . 

pyre kata Oadarray pynte rot *Apdexruovixoy pte tor dAdo &yxAnua pynbev 
Ci cal yy ~ 

as AirwA\ av Ovrwv Tév Keilor. 
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simply because the written language always 1s, more or less, 

a reflex of the spoken. Misplacement of conjunctions is a 

very common example of anacolouthon. Thus we find Te 

misplaced in Homer, liad, x. 466 (undoubtedly a late pas- 

sage) :— 

déerov 8° él ona T EOnker, 

cuppap as dovakas pupixns T épLOnréas Ofovs. 

So in Herodotus, where a second clause stands in strong 

opposition to one which immediately precedes it, the 6é 

which denotes this opposition is very often placed not after 

the proper word, but after the pronoun which introduces 

the second clause, and which we should not expect to be 
oe \ \ \ ’ , , > ve 

present. Thus, 1. 17, cat thy pev “Ioveav yvopnv arieuev, 
id rx Nuaetes \ \ / fe 5 3 

mets O€ MOE Kal TEPL TOVT@Y Aéyouev. Especially common in 

this way is 6 6é. Thus, vi. 3, Ty pweéev yevowévny avtotor aitinv 

ov pura é&épawve, 0 € EXeye. That such usages are not 

foreign to our own language may be seen in the use of “‘ not t=) 

only,’ which in a large proportion of cases’ implies an 

anacolouthon, even in the best writers. So also the mis- 

placement of one of a pair of correlative conjunctions like 

Cf. “when neither they make for truth ) “‘neither—nor ”’. 

nor for advantage ”’ (Bacon’s Essays). 

There are other forms of anacolouthon common in 

most Greek authors. Among these may be mentioned the 

use of the genitive absolute, when the nominative is in 

apposition to the subject of the sentence. So Herod. vy. 

81, weipnoapevwy b€ Tov OnBaiwy . . . adtis of On- 

Bato. wéwrpavtes amredidocav. Another common type is 

found in sentences like Herod. ii. 16, 70 @v Kataxatew ye 

TOUS VvEKpovs oVOaMaS ev vow ovdeTépotat eoTt, Iléponou pev 

50 émep elpntat, Oed ov Sixarov eivat NéyovTEs vewEry VEKPOV 
, / 

a“ vOp WTT0OVU. 
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§ 33. It would be interesting to discuss how far the prin- 

ciple of dissimilation has acted in syntax. Its influence on 

morphology, which is very irregular and circumscribed, has 

two divisions :— 

(1) Where a sound is altered ; as cancer for carcer. 

(2) Where a sound is omitted; as tétpaypov for tetpa- 

dpax pov. 

A probable parallel to (1) is the frequent usage in Greek, 

where after verbs of knowing, etc., an infinitive instead of 

a participle follows. when there is a participle in close 

proximity. 

So Herod. v. 106, tc@e attov én éwutod BadXopevov 

meTroinxevat. lts general effect on style may be seen in the 

frequent use of synonyms for the sole purpose of avoiding 

' the repetition of a word. 

(2) Many instances of Ellipsis may be compared with 

the second division. The ear would be offended by the 

repetition of words necessary to a full logical statement ; so 

that here dissimilation must act. Cf. a well-known instance 

iva un d0€w ws av éxdoPetv buds (2 Cor. x. 9), which = iva pr} 

d0£€w (tTo.adta Troveiv) ws av (SoEarpe Trocety ef b0Eauue) expoPetv 

Upas. 



APPENDIX ON SYNTACTICAL ANALOGY IN HERODOTUS. 

§ 34. Subjoined is a list of the instances in Herodotus 

where syntactical analogy produces a usage peculiar to that 

author. 

(1) Formal. (a) The following instances occur of abstract 

plural nouns due to attraction exercised by words to which 

they refer :-— 

1. 202, vycous AéoBw peyabea TapaTAnotas. 

1. 10, od kata tov Netrov éovtes peyabea. 

ll. 53, oxotol Twes Ta eldea. 

il. 102, pvppnces peyabea EyovTes KUVOV. 

il. 107, ddves curKpol Ta weyabea, Trotkino. Ta Eldea. 

iv. 72, Tov inter Kata pnkea Evra Tayéa SuehacayTes. 

vil. 103, peya@ea TocovTot. 

vill. 113, totou eidea brApye, ‘ those of a good appearance”. 

(4) The peculiar case assimilation in 1. 56 has been 

already quoted: €Azifwv ov8 av avTos ovde of €€ ad’Tov Trav- 

ceaOai Kote THs apyns. 

There is one parallel in Herodotus, but there a nomina- 

tive is changed into an accusative: iv. 196, aducéew b€ ovde- 

Tépous* oUTE yap avTOUS TOD ypucoD admTecOat . . . OUT eKxeivous 

Tov poptioy amrtecOat. 

(c) To be compared with phrases like ad\Aws ks is the 

unusual construction in ii. 104, of dé 6) "Ivdoe éXavvover ert 

TOV YpUdOV, EAOYLCLEVWS OKs, KaULaTwY TOV OEppwoTaT@Y 

éovTwv, EcovTat €v TH aptrayn. Perhaps also mpora may 

obtain its common use as an adverb from phrases like pata 

pev—pera dé, which is very frequent in Herodotus. 
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(@) Two instances occur of és repeated by attraction 

where we should expect €v :— 

ii. 150, és tyv Svpruv tHv és AiBunv. 

vii. 239, és To xpnotnpiov TO és Aedpods améweurvar. 

(e) In connexion with case-assimilation, it is to be noted 

that Herodotus is very fond of using the partitive genitive 

where agreement might have been expected. C/. 1. 107, TOV 

Maywv totic dvetpoTororot, Where we should have expected 

tois Maryiows overpomrorors. Especially common is the use of 

tis with the genitive plural where we should look for tus 

with the nominative singular. So also with the genitive 

after the copula, as, i. 67, of dé ayaBoepyoi eiou TOV aoTaV 

[for efciv aotoi], quite in the style of a logical formula 

showing the inclusion of the subject in the predicate. There 

is no evidence to show that any of these usages is historically 

antecedent to the constructions that show agreement. 

(f) Case agreement based on attraction is frequently 

found where a genitive absolute would be the normal con- 

struction. The following instances occur :— 

i. 7, ‘Hpakrecidar éoyov Thy apy .. . Tais Tapa TaTpos 

EKOEKOMEVOS TV APYNV. 

1. 52, avéOnxe aiypnv otepenv Tacav xpucénv, TO Evotdv 

Thal NoOyxYnoL ov Opoliws ypUcEOr. 

i. 98, ofkodopéer telyea peydda . . . Erepov Eréepw KUKAO 

eVETTEMTA. 

il. 41, rods Epoevas Katopvacovat ExacTo. €v Tolct Tpoac- 

Telolol, TO Képas TO ETEpOY 7) Kal GupoTEepa UTEPEYoUTA. 

ii. 48, dyaXuata vevpeoracta, Ta TEepibopéovce KATA K@Mas 

yuvaikes, vevov TO atdotov. 

ii. 66, radra Sé yivopeva, TévOca peydra Tos AlyuTTious 

KaTadapPBavet. 

ii. 133, va of Sv@dexa érea avtl && éréwy yévntat, ai VUKTES 
Is , 

Hpépar Trorevmevat. 
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ill. 95, To O€ ypuciov TpicxaidexacTdcLov AoyiCopevoy, TO 

Wiyua evpicxerar €or, etc. 

ll. 99, dapevor avtTov THKOpMEVOY TH VOVTwW Ta Kpéa ohiot 

diapbeiper bar. 

iv. 50, avtiTiPéueva TadTa avTiaHKwots yiveTat. 

iv. 71, dvaXapBavover Tov vexpov, KaTaKEeKNpPw_EVOY meV TO 

copa, THY S€ VndLY avacxLaOeicay Kai Kabapbeicar. 

v. 76. of Nourol ToY cUppaxywY olyovTO . . . TéTapToV 81) 

TOUTO emt THY ATTLKNY aTrLKOpEVOL Awplécs. 

vil. 157, daddys yevouevn waca 7 “EXXas yelp meyadn cuva- 

ryeTat. 

Like the first example given above but quite normal is 

ll. 166, ta és ToNEMov ETracKéovot podva, Tais Tapa TaTpos 

EKOEKOMEVOS. 

(2) Assimilation of Meaning. The only deviation from 

general usage under this head is the construction already 

mentioned where a singular adjective is joined with a neuter 

plural. The following instances occur :— 

1. 89, Kupw de émiperes eyéveto Ta Kpoicos eizre. 

ill. 42, péya Trovevpevos TavTa. 

v. 98, tavta 5€ axovzaytes of IIatoves kapta aomactov 

€TrOLnTaVTO. 

ix. 90, evmerés Te avTotat Efyn TadTa yiverOat. 

(3) Contamination. (a) Case. No such confusion is found 

in Herodotus as is represented in Attic by the use of the true 

nominative 7roXes, evyevets for the accusative plural. (An 

exception, however, 1s Tpets). modus has its nominative 

plural woXves, and its accusative plural 7roAvas or rods, thus 

showing no contamination. It is very doubtful if the 

accusative form 7roAus is ever used for the nominative plural. 

It may be added that there is no contamination between 

nominative and accusative plural in stems in -uvs. The 

nominative 1s -ves, the accusative 1s -vas or -us. 



In two passages, 1. 35, and vii. 8, we have the extraordi- 

nary phrase év 7merépov, “in our own country”. It is a 

mixture between év juetépw and év 7uorv. A similar phrase 

és #eTépou occurs In Homeric Hymn 11. 370. 

és ov, according to Stein, has good MS. authority in 

mgm o> iv. 12: iv. 380); ive L603 av. 1663. 4v. ‘181; 1v 

196; v. 51; v. 86, though é 6 is much commoner. The 

phrase may arise from a mixture between és 6 and éws ov or 

péype ov. 

Parallel to the above is possibly the Herodotean phrase 

emi padrdov (i. 94; ii. 104; iv. 181) for which é7e warrov 

used to be read. It may be a mixture between paddov and 

émt mAéov or él wéfov, both common phrases. The propor- 

tion may be thus stated: m)éov: émi mAéov : : wadXov : er 

MaXDov. 

Of verbs taking a genitive on the analogy of nouns a 

peculiar usage is that of teXevrav, ‘‘to form the end of”. 

The instances are :— 

li. 32, 4) TeNeuTa THs AuBuns. 

vil. 59, TeXeuTa S€ adTod Séppevov axpyn ovowacty 

Here redeuvTa represents TéAos eo, unless we suppose that the 

genitive is due to the construction of apy, which gives the 

contrapositive idea. The use of tedevray with the genitive 

in Attic as = 7ravoua (Thue. 1. 59, etc.) is quite a the 

case being there ablatival. 

Of verbs taking a genitive from their corresponding 

adjectives we have (pdc@ar li. 37, ipatau ovK eis Exaotov TaY 

Gedy adda Todi. So also il. 35 already quoted. pecodvy 

has the unusual construction of the genitive in 1. 181, 

pecovvTe THs avaBac.os. 

Contamination between the Construction of Verbs. The fol- 

lowing are the instances of contamination between the case- 

constructions of adxovm and meiOopuar. 



1. 59, Xitwvos treiOecOar. 

1. 126, éuéo mreiBecbar. 

do. éuéo mresOopevor. 

29, rovtwv teiGec Oat. 

v. 33, éuéo weibec Oar. 

vi. 12, 2) wrevO@pue8a avTou. 

1. 214, of Kupos ovx éanjxovae. 

vi. 87, of od8€ ot Tw eanxovov ot AOnvatot. 

iv. 141, évaxovcas T6 TpOTw KEAEVT PATI. 

vi. 14, dvnxovoticavtes Totce otpatnyotos (cf. ameew). 

ili. 88, catyjxovcav Ilépcnot. So KatyKoos twice with 

dative 1. 141, Kpoicw jcav Kat1Ko01. 

lll. 88, of Aoav KaTHKOOL. 

The general construction of verbs in «ata- signifying 

depreciation or insult is with the genitive. Herodotus shows 

several deviations from this rule. «xatayeday is found some- 

times with the genitive but mostly with the dative, probably 

on the analogy of éu7raifw, or éyyedao. 

ill. 37, 7ToAXNa T@YyaApate KaTeyéXace. 

lil. 38, (poici Te Kat vopatovoy KaTayenay. 

il. 155, Iléponou catayedav. 

lv. 79, Nwiy KaTayedate. 

vil. 9, KaTayerdoar Hyiv. 

So cabuBpifo. 

i. 212, tpitnpopids tod otpatod KatuBpicas. 

Cf. vi. 65, katopvuTar Anwapyto. 

ii. 133, cataxexpimévwv On of TOUTMD. 

vil. 146, totot katexéxpito Oavatos. 

ix. 99, totov kal KateddKxeov veoypov av TL Tovéew (probably 

on the analogy of cuvvedévat). 

vii. 191, xataciSovres TH avépw (ef. éracidw). KaTnoyew 

is found with the accusative in 

1. 84, KaTnAOYyNGE TOUTO. 
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i. 144, tov vowov KatnroynG~e. 

il. 121, catnroyéovta ta ’Opoitew tpnypata. 

Contrast adoyéw with genitive, and ¢f. auedéw with accusative 

in vu. 163, tavtnv THY Odov HwérXnoe. The accusative may be 

due to the analogy of some word like dr@@ew. So xatac- 

KkoTT@ (only in Herod.) occurs with the accusative in ii. 173; 

ii. 37; m. 151. In ui. 151 xatopyéopar is found with 

accusative. It seems to be used with genitive elsewhere. 

Tapaypdouat shows different constructions. With accu- 

sative (cf. arabéw). 

1. 108. wpfypa pndapas Trapaypion. 

vill. 20, wapaypnodpevor Tov Baxidos xpnopovr. 

With genitive (cf. adoyéo). 

i. 141, wapaypnodpevoy TOY paxiuov AiyuTTiov. 

Tapaxypewpevot is used absolutely in iy. 159 and vii. 223, and 

the verb occurs with és and accusative in 

v. 92 a, wapaypaobe és Tovs Tuppdyous. 

voui€w is found with the dative in the following places :— 

ll. 50, vopiGovor Aiyrrrvot oS pwaor ovdérv. 

lv. 68, tot d¢ obToL ovdeY Vomifover. 

iv. 117, davy dé of Savpoparat vouifovor YevOexh. 

The construction is on the analogy of ypdouas, probably 

helped by phrases like vouoror ypéwytae (v. 3), and vouifovtas 

xpacGar (i. 202), which are of frequent occurrence. 

Sopugopéw might be expected to take the genitive; it is 

found with the accusative on the analogy of duAdacca. 

ll. 168, édopudopeov tov Baciréa. 

il. 127, tov yirvoe ITepoéwy eSopudopeor. 

lll. 128, Sopudopéecy ‘Opoitea. 

turTecOa, ‘to lament,’ is found with the accusative, 

the nearest parallel being the Homeric correc @a. 

ll. 42, tUrrovTae TOV KpLov. 
. > \ \ , > , , 

lil. 61, Tov d€ TUTTOVTAaL, Ov pot GoLOY eoTL Aéyeuv. 
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ll. 132, turtTwvtar Tov Oéov. 
, . . ; shee 

yAlxer@at occurs In one passage with zrepi+ genitive on 

analogy of wayerOar. Elsewhere it takes the genitive. 

11. 102, decvaHs yAtyopuévorct Trepl THs eXevOepins. 

There are several instances of dvvac@a: in the sense of 

“to be worth” taking a nominative after it on the analogy of 

eival. 
ae / \ lal NU eo. \ \ ¢c / rn 

i. 30, dvvatat b€ ToDTO TO Eros KaTa THY “EXAjnvoY yAOooav 

ot €& apioTepis YElpos TaptoTapevor Bacinee. 

iv. 110, dvvatat 5é TO odvopa TODTO avdpoKTovot. 

iv. 192, dvvatar dé Kat “EdXada yA@ooay Bovvol. 

vi. 98, dtvata: 6. . . TadTa Ta ovvopata, Aapetos EpEe/ns, 
es . / b] / / > / 

BépEns apnios, AptogépEns peyas apyios. 
. e / uf. lA / 

vy. 53, 0 Tapacayyns Svvatat Tpinxovta otdd.a (probably 

nominative). 

Founded on this construction of évvayat is 

ii. 149, ai Exatov dpyuviat Sixatat eior otad.ov EEaTrEOpov. 

Compare with the above otvopa éyet followed by the 

nominative on the analogy of odvoyaferac. 
= ” Seo 4 € lal > \ / 

iv. 56, ovvopa be éyes TO TEP 0 X@pos autos, Téppos. 

v. 52, ovvopa éyer T'vvdns. 

vi. 103, odvopa éyov Mirriadys. 

By a similar construction, the Sanskrit 77, which in 

meaning represents modern quotation marks, takes the 

nominative where the accusative might have been expected. 

Thus: svargo loka iti yam vadanti, ‘“‘ what they call the 

heavenly world”. 
> , . . ° ° 7 : 5 

amopéw 1s found twice with accusative on analogy of ov« 

0104 OY ayvoéw—a usage also found in Aristotle. 

iil. 4, amopéovte tHv éXaow GKwsS THY dvvdpov SvEKTrEpa 

iv. 179, amropéovte Thy &Eaywynv. 

Parallel to this is the construction in vil. 139, ov« dv duap- 

Ttavot TO adrnOés (= etdeln av). 
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Some instances occur of verbs which signify disagree- 

ment taking a dative on the analogy of words of opposite 

meaning. 

ii. 16, 6 thy ’Acinv odpifav TH AtBvr. 

iv. 28, pecepiatae ODTOS O YELMOV TOUS TPOTOUS AGL TotCL 

év GAXNolot Ywplotoe yLvopévoligl YElMOCL. 

vii. 70, SuadXdooortes ido ovdév ToLaL ETEpOLCL. 

Of. uradwv with dative in ii. 35, €umadiy Totct addovoL, 

the word being elsewhere used with the genitive or with 7 

We may compare the phrases “ different to” and ‘‘to differ 

with,” which are often found in inexact writing. 

vy. 140, AeAvpévns THs yehdpns évtvyovtes. The genitive 

is on the analogy of the simple verb, and the construction is 

found only here and in Soph. Phil. 1333, évtvyov “AoKdyTe- 

Sav. A similar usage is vil. 208, adoyins évexupoe ToAARs, 

the construction of which is unique. Cf. with these examples 

Soph. Phil. 320, cvvtvy@v caxov avdpov Atpevdav, and other 

Attic instances given by Prof. Jebb, ad loc. 

v. 104, é&eAOovta To dotv. 

vil. 29, €£9XOov tHv Tiepoida yopny, 

The accusative here is due either to the analogy of Netra, or 

from the opposite idea in éoépyouar. Two other parallels 

are found. 

y. 103, éxrAwcartes &€w Tov “EX HoTOvTOV. 

vil. 58, a Tov ‘EXXjorovtov wréwv, unless indeed é&w 1s 

to be considered as a preposition. 

ii. 180, rods Aerdods éwéBadre TeTaptnuoplov TOD picbw- 

patos mapacyeiv. Here we should expect toiow Aedrdoion, 

and the construction is modelled on that of de?. Cf. the 

similar usage in other authors, also on the analogy of 6e?, 

where the verbals in -téos take the accusative of the person 

instead of the dative of the person. So Plato, Crito 49 A, 
’ \ / \ i? / ’ / » -} be 

_ovdevt TpoTm@ dhapev Exovtas adiucntéov eivar, & Contamination 
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of éxotdow abixntéov eivas and Seiv éxovtas abdixetv. In iy. 68, 

on the other hand we find the dative after an impersonal 

verb where we might have expected the accusative. déox- 

Tal TOlo’ TpwTOLTL TOV pavTiwy avToiat atodkrAvdAa. The 

dative is on the analogy of xéeras. In vy. 38, we find dety 

used with a mixed construction édee yap 67 cuppaxins Twos 

of peyarns é€evpeOjvar. This is compounded of édee cup- 

paying Tivos of peyddrns and eee cuppaxinv . . . weyadnv 

eEeupeOnvat. 

iv. 75, ayapevoe 7H Tupin. The dative is on the analogy 

of #Souae or xaipw. An example of the normal construction 

is vill. 144, buéwv ayapeOa THY Tpovoiny. 

v. 19, pndé Auapee TH Toot. The dative, according to 

Stein, is on the analogy of wpocpeveiy. 

Vii. 22, éwéaotacayv Tov Epyou. 

vu. 117, tov érecteata Tis Siwpuyxos. 

The genitive here, which is not unexampled in Attic, may 

be due to the analogy of apyw, Bacirevo, etc. For the 

ordinary construction, ¢f. vii, 35, Tov éemectewtav TH Gevee. 

vii. 91, dyyotatw tThow AlyuTtings paxaipnor reTompéva. 

The dative may be due to the analogy of +apamAyovos, or, 

as Stein suggests, because ayyoTdtw Tetroimpéva = Opotwpéeva. 

wyxov elsewhere in Herodotus takes genitive. The dative, 

however, occurs in Pindar. 

vill. 61, érubndiferv dod avdpi. Here we should expect 

the accusative. Stein suggests that the dative is due to the 

analogy of the common phrase Widov didovae Twi. 

ix. 2, EdAnvas trepryivecOar. The accusative is on the 

analogy of viKav. 

i. 91, dpyopevos Um’ Exetvotor. 

i. 95, tard Iléponot eded0vAwvTO. 

i. 201, ta éwuTad trromoacbar. 

These instances are on the analogy of b7ro Tw eivat. 
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mpounbéouat is found with two case-constructions :— 

(1) genitive ii. 172, mpounOéer Par Ewvrov (so ii. 78). Cf. 

genitive with mpoopdw. 

(2) accusative ix. 108, rpounbedpevos Tov adeAdeov Macic- 

tnv. The accusative construction occurs also in Plato, and 

may be on the analogy of tipar. 

vill. 72, of BonOjncavtes kai Urrepappwdéovtes TH ‘EXAGE« 

Kwovuvevoven. We have here a non-original case-construction, 

unless, indeed, it is BonOjcavres that governs the dative. 

vill. 140 (8), évopéwm tpiv ody olorci Te écopévotor. The 

dative, which is nowhere else found with the verb, is on the 

analogy of cuverdévac. 

The following are further examples of expressions equi- 

valent to a verb taking the construction of that verb :— 

1. 24, dvaxds éyew Tov TropOpéwr. 

vill. 109, o7rdpou avaxas exéTo. 

Here the genitive is found, because draxas éyerv = émripenei- 

c0at. So Odvua troteduac is found with genitive, the phrase 

being = Owuvpdato. 

vil. 99, "Aprepicins OOpa rovevpat. 

ix. 58, “AptaBafov Poupa Kai wadXov éerrovevpny. 

So with zrepi for the same reason. 

iil. 23, @@vua dé Troleupévwy TOV KaTaTKOTMY TEpL TOV 

eTEwV. 

The phrase in i. 68, ama Tovevpevos Tiv épyacinv may be 

also due to Oavydfw, but can be taken quite literally, ‘‘ con- 

sidering the work a marvel”. Similar instances are :— 

1. 160, odrAas Kpiléwy mpoyvow éerrovéeTo Oewy ovdevi (from 

Tpoyxéeev). 

i. 127, ANOnv rovevpevos (= erihavOavopevos) Ta wi edpyes. 

1. 93, ypadppata evexexoXaTrT0 TA ExaoTo. eEepydcarTo. 

iv. 87, evTayov ypdpyata (=ypdwas) .. . &vea Tavta 

doa TEP NYE. 
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iv. 88, Coa yparrapevos Tacay Thy SevEwv. 

ix. 78, érawov €€eus Uo TavTwY YrapTiMtéewv. 

The construction here is due to the analogy of érawéo. 

The following expressions, though not exactly coming 

under case-construction, are the product of contamination :— 

1. 5, ovK oporoyeouae Llépanat ot tw Boivixes. 

This = oporoyéovar Tlépanat +- Aéyouat ot tw ws Ilepoat. 

1. 137, avijxectov TwaBos epdevy, probably a mixture between 

Taos Tabeiv and Kaxov épdewv. 

i. 180 (and elsewhere), 76 pécov adtijs wotauos Sépyet = TO 

MEGOV AUTHS ToTAaMOS TroLet + peony aUTHY TOTALS Epyel. 

(b) There are two instances of mixture between the 

genitive after a comparative and # after a comparative :— 

vil. 26, va mnyat avadidctor. Maiavopou rotapod Kal éTepou 

ovK éXaaaovos 7) Matavépov. Here 7) Matarépov = Maravépou 

+ 7 Maiavépos—a confusion helped by the preceding genitive. 

Stein denies that there is any mixture here, but admits the 

other instance :— 

vii. 120, ra” ABSnpa tSputat rpos Tod ‘EXAnoTovTOU “adAXOV 

4 TOD YTpvpovos Kal THs ’Hidvos. 

In. iii, 124, BotrcoOar yap rapbeveverOar TAEW ypovoY H 

To Tatpos eotepnoGar presents a strange mixture; the 

normal form would be BovAecOar yap tapbeveverOar Todo 

xpovov “aAdov 7) TOD TaTpos eaTepHaOar. (So Stein, who 

compares Od. 1. 164.) 
(c) The peculiar construction of péype ob with a genitive 

instead of with a clause is also the result of contamination. 

It may be stated thus in the form of a proportion: péxpe 

with clause: wéype with genitive :: wéypse ob with clause : 

péxpe ov with genitive. 

The following instances occur: 

i. 181, wéype ob oxTw TUpyov. 

il. 19, wéype ob tpoTvéwy TOV Oepivéwr. 
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ii. 173, péype Otev wANOovENS ayopijs. 

ili. 104, wéype od ayophis Suadvovos. 

Like the above is ii. 53, wéype ob mpany Te Kal yes. 

(d) There are a few instances of a peculiar usage wherein 

oratio recta and oratio obliqua appear to. be mixed up. 

When one accusative and infinitive construction has another 

dependent on it, and the subject of the second is the same 

as the subject of the first, the subject of the second some- 

times stands in the nominative instead of the accusative as 

we should expect. 

i. 2, rods 8€ drroxpivacba ws ovédé éxetvot Iods THs “Apyeins 
” / / n e a > ee > \ NA > / 

€d0cav opt OiKas TN)S apTayns 7 ouode WV AUTOL OWGELY EKELVOLCL. 

ii. 141, Kai of do€as év TH Oe erictavta Tov Beov Oapovverv 
1s > \ / BA b) fe XN 2 - K 

OS ovodev TTELOETAL aVyapel avTtalwv TOV ApaPiov OTpaTor - 

autos yap ol Tépyery TLwpors. 

ii. 118, rods Sé Tevxpous Tov avTov NOyov Eyer wn wEV EXEL 
€ tA \ > Xx / > \ / e fi 

EXevnv . . . KAt OUK AV OLKaLWS QuTol dikas UTTEV ELV. 

iv. 15, ddvar yap ode Tov “Ato va “ITadwréwv povvoict 

8) amixécOar és THY YwOpHV, Kal avTos of ErecPat O voV éwv 
Al I, f be 4 Cs a lal Ss , 

ptoténs* TOTE be, OTE ElTreTO TO DEW, eivar Kopaé. 

(¢) Mixture of Persons. There is only one certain instance 

of cdets being used otherwise than for the third person :— 

v. 92, (a) ef yap 82 TodTO ye Soxées bpiv eivar ypnoTov waoTE 

Tupavveveo Oat TAS TONS, AUTOL TPATOL TUPAVYVOY KaTATTNGALEVOL 
x lA > nr cf \ ° BA a , 

Tapa cPiot AVTOICL OUTW Kai TOLTL ANXOLOL difnoGe KaTLoTavat. 

The reading cdeas in ill. 71, dAXad oheas adTos eyo KaTeE- 

péo, ‘I myself will denounce you,” implies a similar mixture. 

Here, however, Stein reads odea. 

(f) In connexion with the non-original uses of @s, it 1s to 

be noted that > in the sense of “towards” occurs only 

once in Herodotus :— 

ii. 121 (e), €éoeXOovta ws TOD Baciréos THY OuyaTépa. 

There is one earlier example in Homer, Od. xvii. 218. 
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INDEX OF 

-a neut. plu. in 16, 42. 

Ablative and gén. contaminated in 

Greek and Sanskrit, 48; loc. instr. 

and abl. in Latin, 49. 

Accusative, double, 25; acc. and nom. 

contaminated, 51, 74; ace. with | 

verbs orig. intrans., 54; acc. a 

verbal case, 51; after expressions 

=a verb, 52, 78. 

Adjective, agreement in gender with 

noun, 13; followed by acc. in 

Sanskrit, 52. 

Anacoloutha, 69. 

Analogy, its scope, 7; formal, 9, 13, 

72; of meaning, 10, 39, 74; com- 

plex, 11, 45, 74. 

Aorist parallel to pres. and imperf., 

60; origin of aor. pass., 63. 

Balanced Structure, 37. 

Case, formal assimilation of, 

Attic attraction, 19; rel. attracted 

to antecedent, 19; with oddels 

dotis ov, ofos, ws, 20; Tis, 21; 

adjectives for adverbs by, 21; 

agreement instead of partitive 

gen., 21; with wéoos, mdvta déxa, 

22; with divided whole, 23; 

with poss. adj., 23; from one 

clause to another, 23; in Or. 

Obl., 24; double acc., 25; with 

nomen dicere, etc,, 27; in expres- 

sion of dates in Lat., 27; with 

quisque, 28; of voeative in Lat., 

28. 

Ue) S| 

| Comparative, formal assimilation of, 

SUBJECTS. 

Contamination of, 47; (a) abl. and 

gen. in Greek and Skt., 48; loc. 

instr. and abl. in Lat. and Italic 

dialects, 49; loc. instr. and dat. 

in Greek and Teutonic, 50; (b) 

nom. for acc. in Attic, 51, 74; 

acc. for nom. in Delphian, 51; 

(c) dat. for poss. gen., 51; (d) 

ace. after verbal derivatives, 52; 

case after expressions = a verb, 

52, 78, 80, 81; (e) case construc- 

tions of verbs derived (i.) from 

nouns and adjs., 53; (ii.) from 

other verbs, 11, 54, 75-82; intran- 

sitive verbs take an acc. on ana- 

logy of other verbs, 54; intrans. 

use of €yw, 55; of etinus, 56. 

Chiasmus, 37. 

Collective nouns with plural verb, 40, 

41. 

29; double, 38; mixture of con- 

struction with, 58, 82; comparatio 

compendiaria, 59; Lat. quam, 

Gr. 4, 59. 

Copula, omission of, 39. 

Dative, assimilation of in Lat., 27; 

dat. loc. and instr., 50; used for 

poss, gen., 51. 

d€ in apodosi, 37; after &dAAos, 60; 

misplaced, 70. 

didri for O71, 68. 

Dissimilation in Syntax, 71. 

Dual, 17, 43. 



€xaoros, 16, 41. 

Ellipsis, 39, 71. 

English usages, 16, 29, 30, 32, 34, 38, 

39, 41, 42, 47, 51, 56, 57, 60, 62, 

70, 79. 

€y jmeTepov, 7d. 

Epanalepsis, 38. 

em uaddov, 75. 

etinut, intrans. use of, 56. 

és ov, 75. 

éxw, intrans. use of, 55. 

Feminine nouns in -es, 46; in -7 in 

Skt., 13. 

Future, Greek in -ow, 44. 

Gender, formal assim. of, 13; with 

infin. in -wrwm, 14; with pro- | 

nouns, 15; with nearest subj., 

15; with modus, mAcioros, etc., 15; 

personalised constructions 

to, 15; real assim. of, 40; gram- 

matical gender, 13, 40; change | 

of, in Greek, 45 ; masc. nouns in 

-as, -ns,40; fem. nouns in -os, 46. 

Genitive, partitive, 22; gen. and abl. 

contaminated, 48; partitive gen. 

instead of agreement, 73. 

Herodotus, syntactical analogy in, | 

72-83. 

H, 29, 59, 82. 
Imperfect for pres. by formal assim., 

32; imperf. parallel to pres. or 

aor., 60, 

Infinitive, attraction of, in Or. Obl., 

33; due to contamination, 64; 

acc. and infin., 64; acc. after 

patvoua, ete., 64; gore with 

infin., 65 ; mpiv with infin., 67. 

Instrumental, 49, 50. 

Intransitive verbs with acc., 54, 64. 

Locative, 47, 49. 

Masculine nouns of 1st decl., 41. 

HéeAAw and other verbs with fut. infin., 
38. 

péoos, 22. 

Béxpe oo with gen., 82, 

due | 

94 

Modern Greek, usages in, 22, 25, 30, 

47, 51, 63. 

Mood, attraction of, 32; in subordinate 

clauses of Or. Obl., 33; of opt., 34; 

in sub-oblique clauses in Lat., 35; 

real assimilation in sequence, 44; 

mixture with, 61; of0@ és moln- 

coy, 61. 

Negatives, double, 37; mixture of, 68. 

Nominative for acc., 51, 74; acc. for 

nom., 51. 

_ Number, formal assim. of, 16; with 

) ovdéves, oddau0!, 0d€rTepa, 16; with 

exactos, 16; abstract nouns, 16; 

| oid 7 éort, etc., 16; with dual, 

17; to nearest subj. or to pred., 

18; real assim. of, 41; with col- 

lective nouns, 41; with exaocros, 

aAAos GAAov, 41; Lat. instances, 

42; neut. plu. with sing. vb. in 

Greek, 42; Sanskrit, 43; adj. in” 

sing. with 17,.48, 74; 

“Schema Pindaricum” and 

Latin parallels, 43; with dual, 

| 43; mixture with, 46; Lat. nec- 

nec, seu-seu, aut-aut, 46; Gr. 7é- 

tepa, 46; ddpe 3é, aye Se with 

plural, 47. 

TAaUTA, 

oic@ ws roinoor, 61. 

Optative, in or. obl., 34; attraction 

of optative, 34; opt. after historic 

present, 44 ; after pres. tense, 61. 

Oratio Obliqua, infin. in sub-oblique 

clauses, 9, 33; Opt. of, 34; mix- 

ture of constructions in, 62, 83. 

Parataxis, 30, 56. 

| Partitive genitive, 

construction 

21. 

22; assimilated 

corresponding to, 

Passive Voice, 62. 

Person, formal assim, of, 28; with 

airdy, 29; mixture of, 29, 57, 83; 

with é€aurdy (2), 57; with oe?s, 

57, 83; other instances, 657, 

58. 



Phonetic Change, 7, 71. 

Pleonasm, 37. 

Predicate, oblique, 22. 

Pregnant constructions, 56, 

Present tense, 44, 60, 61. 

Pronouns, assimilated in gender, 15 

mixture of, 57, 58. See Person. 

Repetition of ideas, 38; of words, 38. 

Style, influenced by formal analogy, 

10, 36 ; by contamination, 69. 

Subjunctive, imperf. in Lat. by at- 
traction, 31: for indic. by attrac- 

tion in Lat., 35. 

? 

Tense, formal assim. of, 30; paratac- | 

tic usage due to, 30; with péave, 

etc., 30; fwi with perf. part., 31; 

with subjunct. in Lat., 31; 

perf. for pres. in Greek, 32; mix- 
ture of tense functions, 60; pres. 

and aor., imperf. and aor., 60; 

tenses in classical Sanskrit, 61 ; 

pres. with tamduduwm and Skt. 

pura, 61. 

Teutonic, pres. in, 44; cases in, 47. 

vt, intensive use of, 68. 

-wrum, fut. infin. in, 14. 

Verbs with case-construction on ana- 

logy (i.) of nouns and adjectives: 

apittevw, Barirevw, etc., 533; ipac- 

Oat, 53, 75; wecodv, 75; cupio, 

invideo, 54; (ii.) of other verbs: 

&yauat, 80; dxovw, 12, 76; auap- 

im- | 

tdvw, 78; auedew, 717; amopéw, 78; 

yAtxouat, 78; de?, 80; SiadAdoow, 

79; Sopupopéw, 53, 77; divaya, 

78; éykipw, 79; evopéw, 81; éyv- 

tTuyxdvw, 79; eterAOeiv, 79; em- 

BadrAw, 79; emuypl(w, 80; egic- 

tauat, 80; vbs, in kara-, 76, 77; 

Aurapéw, 80; voul(w, 77; odpice, 

79; wapaxpdoua, TT; mwelOowa, 12, 

76; mepryivoua, 80; mrAdw, 79: 

mpounOéouat, 81; térrowa, 77: 

bmepappwdew, 80; xwpi(w, 79; dis- 

crepo, 55; impertio, 54; iubeo, 

54; navigo, 55 ; probo, 54. 

_ Verbs, expressions equivalent to, 52, 

78, 80, 81. 

Verbals in -réos, 79. 

Vocative, assimilation of, in Latin, 

28. 

Voice, attraction of, 36; with possum, 

queo, coepi, desino, 36; in Greek 

and Skt., 36; active used as 

middle, 63; middle in passive 

sense, 63; origin of passive, 63. 

as after comparatives, 59; clauses 

with és contaminated with Or. 

Obl., 62; és introducing consecu- 

tive clause, 65; as prep., 67, 83; 

with superlatives and numbers, 

67. 
éore, formal assim, after, 23; with 

infin., 65. 
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